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Beside the Timber Creek

Andrew Christian

			

First Place, Poetry

Traveling down serpentine roads,
Ill-paved, clinging to forest,
Scattered mountains,
I walk here where,
Highest summer days lie,
Cool under deep foliage.
Drawn further along,
Alone on the leaf blown way,
Opening into valley land witnesses,
Of heritage that held on hillsides
Stunted cornfield crops before.
Now, only the rooted remains of family.
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The Haircut

Elizabeth Saulsbury

			

First Place, Non-fiction

I
Looking back, I made several
mistakes that day.
The first mistake was asking Mom
to cut my hair when she was in the throes
of one of her cost-cutting, budget-keeping,
money-saving swings.
The second one was asking her to
cut a new style, something that turned out
to be unique to both my head and her skill.
The third was asking her these
things on a sweltering August afternoon,
knowing full well that my mother did haircuts on the front porch.
It wasn’t my best day.  
II
I don’t consider myself unjustified
in wanting that haircut. Despite blonde
jokes from some of my more teasing-prone
friends, I like my hair.  Nothing spectacular,
but other people usually seem to like it,
too.
Lately, though, compliments had
deteriorated from “Ooh, I love your hair!”
to “Whoa, your hair is ... long.”  
They were right.  It reached well
down my back, ending in split ends.
I needed a haircut.  And I didn’t
want just a trim.  Because I was getting
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my hair cut anyway, I wanted a dramatic
change, something extraordinary.
Now, I don’t know if I’ve ever even
gone to a hairdresser before. You see, my
mother, while not really a cheapskate, likes
to save money where she can; I guess she
decides that our hair isn’t worthy of blown
cash.  When I say “our,” I mean Mom
doesn’t only trim my hair, but the entire
household’s, which, according to the latest
census, numbers eleven: two parents, nine
offspring. All this is to say that my mother
has considerable experience in the noble
art of hair-cutting.
The only down-side is that my mom
was a biology major.
See, as a biologist, Mom worked
with scissors. That should be a good
thing, right? The problem is that Mom
gained her experience the wrong way.
Biologists use scissors to slice and
mutilate.  In such cases, they are
instruments of destruction.   And I knew
that the scissors used to cut my hair must
be nothing less than instruments of hope.
I was at the crossroads.  Going
to a salon was out of the question.  So,
should I keep my split ends ‘till the end of
my days, or let a biologist cut it?  It was a
tough decision.  But I reasoned that Mom
must have a pretty steady hand to be able
to turn a frog inside-out (she’s dynamite
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with a scalpel).
Upon my suggestion of a
spectacular haircut, Mom pursed her lips
skeptically and asked just what I meant by
“spectacular.”
“Nothing too out there,” I answered.  
“Just a little something that’ll make me
look a little different.  A little.”
“Well, I could do layers,” Mom
suggested.
I felt satisfaction, then doubt.  
Could she do layers?  Layers, I thought,
are easily bungled. With something as
simple as an eager trigger finger, an
unexpected cramp in the wrist, or a
sudden remembrance of cookies in the
oven, half my hair could be lopped off,
and I could be walking around town in a
wig for months – an unhappy predicament,
to be sure.  I politely informed Mom of
such, whereupon she requested that I stop
being such a drama queen and go wet my
hair.
“Wait ... now?”
“Yes, of course now. You said you
wanted it cut, didn’t you?”
Well, of course I had wanted it cut.  
I wouldn’t have said, “Mom, I want my hair
cut,” for the joy of it.  But I had assumed
that she would do it sometime in the next
week, not immediately. But, like a good
daughter, I obeyed.

As I struggled to wrench my back
in a semicircle over the bathroom sink,
something occurred to me. Recently, Mom
had declared that she was on another
money-saving spree.
Now, these sprees are not uncommon.   They can often be quite trouble
-some, depending on their severity.
A first-degree saving spree usually
consists of less fast food; in addition,
Kohl’s trips will usually come to a halt, as
well as not disposing of anything that can
possibly be reused in this life or the next
(i.e. “Don’t throw away that cupcake
wrapper!  If we save enough of them, we
can make drapes for the living room!”).  
A second-degree spending spree
gets more serious.  In addition to all the
above symptoms, Mom decides to cut our
snacks.  No longer will I find Italian Herb
Flatbread Crackers in the cupboard; and
when opening the refrigerator to restore
my energy, I see a cold, empty shelf in
memoriam of my Yoplait Yogurts. When
these second-degree saving sprees strike,
I pace the house with a heavy tread and
wonder to myself if some mother in Africa,
while attempting to get her kid to finish his
dinner of bong-bong leaves, is reminding
him of the starving children in America.
But the point of these troubled
thoughts was that if Mom somehow
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managed to get my hair looking worse
than it already did, I couldn’t go to a
salon to remedy the situation. Therefore,
this haircut was a gamble. There was no
fallback.
“Go to the front porch; I’ll get my
haircutting kit and be right out,” Mom said,
wiping her hands on her apron.
We have a large front porch, with
two porch rockers lined up on both sides of
the door.  I took a nervous seat in one of
them to wait. The sun was full on my face,
and there wasn’t so much as a limp breeze
to stir my spirits.
Mom came out.
“I just looked up online how to cut
layers,” she said proudly as she laid out
her comb, brush, and scissors.
“Oh?”
“Yep, so I know how to do them
now.”  
It didn’t occur to me that Mom
would have to look up how to do it.  As I
said, she had been lopping off this family’s
hair for years, and I assumed that layers
would be nothing. But the fact that she
had to Google it concerned me.
“So ... you know how to do it?”
I said as nonchalantly as I could when
shudders were racking my frame.
“I do now,” she answered as she
pulled out The Cape.
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Roughly the size of a circus tent,
The Cape is a massive purple plastic
creature that Mom entwines us in when
cutting our hair.  I’ve had experiences with
The Cape quite a few times, but I am still
unprepared for it every time.  It happens
like this: you are sitting in the rocking chair,
and you have just begun to relax. Your
eyes will settle on the lush green pasture
across the street. Perhaps the sun is
warming your skin, and you close your
eyes to inhale its golden beauty. Then
suddenly you find yourself entangled in a
mass of thick purple plastic.  It will fasten
itself at the back of your neck as you gasp
for air in the sea of vinyl. Your immediate
reaction, of course, will be to thrash and
struggle against The Cape.  If you do, one
of two things will happen. First, The Cape
might swallow you alive in its evil clutches,
and you will suffocate in its deep purple
darkness. Or second, Mom will tell you to
sit still for heaven’s sake. This second
occurrence is the one that happened to
me.  So I held my head steady, although
the rest of me under The Cape was asphyxiating rapidly.
“Well, I think we need to do a side
part to start with,” Mom said.  Ever since I
was a kid I’ve had a middle part in my hair,
but I wanted change, and I was getting it.  
Then I heard the scissors snip and felt my
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weight unbalance as a lock of hair left my
head.
“The website said to start cutting
longer than you want it,” Mom said.  “And
then to keep shortening it as you go along
so you can even it out.”  She held up a
lock of split-ended hair for me to see.
“Sure, that’s fine.  Whatever you
say.”
I didn’t want to hear the technical
side of the process; I was only interested
in the results.
“I would probably do it differently,
but this is what it said online, so that’s how
we’ll do it,” Mom continued.  I considered
her trust in the almighty search engine
admirable, but I thought haircutters were
supposed to follow their instincts.
She worked her way along the
back of my head, pausing at intervals to
throw blonde tresses over the side of the
porch.  I tried to relax, sitting up straighter when commanded and ignoring the
ribbons of sweat running down my back.
Then everything was shattered by one
fatal “oops!”
It made me jump.  
“Why did you say ‘oops’”? I
exclaimed.
“Oh, I accidentally cut part of it
shorter than I meant to.  But I’ll fix it.”
She said this, I think, to reassure

me, but she failed.  I was now tense and
agitated, and became increasingly more
so when I heard a slow “uh-oh” from my
right.
“What is ‘uh-oh’?  What are you
doing to me?” I said, trying to keep calm.
“Um ... nothing.  I can fix it,” Mom
said, and started clipping again.
I felt my head get lighter as she
continued.  I heard another “oops” and a
couple of groans. She had gotten around
to my left again when she stopped and
took a step back to survey her handiwork.
There was an awful pause.
Then she came back and started
combing rapidly.
“You know, Elizabeth,” she said
thoughtfully, “what doesn’t kill us makes
us stronger.”
Had I been in a more jovial mood,
I would have said something witty, like:
“Thank you, Kelly Clarkson.”  But this was
no time for levity. When Mom utters something like that during a haircut, one is too
stunned to speak. One’s mouth is frozen,
and one’s mind is turning over words that
she would very much like to refrain from
saying in front of her mother.
Soon my mouth started functioning
again.
“What are you doing to me?” I
repeated.
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She didn’t answer. I heard the ominous whisper of the comb and the fearful
clash of the scissors keep in rhythm with
the wild beatings of my heart. Then to my
horror, I observed swarms of sweat bees
crawling over the arms of the rocking chair.
I felt one sting my hand and clenched my
eyes shut.  What had I done to deserve
this?
I once had to read Dante’s Divine
Comedy for English.  I don’t remember
much about it, but it’s basically about a
guy going on a private tour through hell.
Apparently, there are several stages and
circles and departments of hell, though I
can’t imagine how Dante figured that out.  
I mention this rather gloomy work because
I remembered one of the stages of hell
included sweat bees, or some such
fearsome creature.  Amidst the flames,
the sweat bees perpetually stung the
tormented and bathed in the blood that
dripped at their victims’ feet.
Anyway, that’s what popped
into my mind as I sat helpless that day.  
Now the August sun was roasting me.
I suffocated under that demon, The Cape.  
My hair was being chopped off. And let’s
not forget the sweat bees, which had
developed quite a starring role in this
tragedy. Really, if Dante hadn’t found my
situation in his circles of hell, he obviously
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missed something. Most likely, his host
took him on a detour because the sight of
it would be too horrific for him to handle.
The pile of golden locks grew ever
higher in the front flower bed.  Then Mom
stopped and came to my front to view her
masterpiece. She stood for ten seconds
or so, “hmm”-ing to herself, hands on hips.  
Weakly, I asked Mom if I could go look in
a mirror; she said yes, with a little sigh.
As I was going in the front door, I caught
a glance of her burying her face in her
hands.
I hurried to the powder room.  I
flung open the door.  There, in the mirror,
was my new haircut.
At the end of the movie The
Phantom of the Opera, the phantom,
ashamed of his monstrous and grotesque
appearance, grasps a candlestick and,
amidst the swelling of beautiful music,
smashes the mirrors hanging in his
catacombs.  I cried when I saw it, out
of pity for this misunderstood angel of
music.  I was no angel of music, but I
still wondered if anyone would cry for me.
“Oh, for a candlestick!” were the words
that passed my mind.
I was aware of Mom standing
behind me.
“Did I already tell you that what
doesn’t kill us makes us stronger?” she
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said kindly.
“Yes.”
“Did I tell you that pain is weakness
leaving the body?”
“No.”
“Oh. Well, pain is weakness leaving the body,” she said helpfully.  
“Thanks,” said I.  
I wasn’t really upset with Mom.  
I was the one who had suggested something different.  I was just worried about
what to do with my hair now. There was
a wedding at church in a few days, and
everyone would be there.
I could see it all ... It would be
the wedding reception. My friends would
be sipping punch over in a corner of the
fellowship hall.  I would slink into the
room and try to hide behind a chocolate
fountain.
“Did you see that?” someone would
say.
“What?”
“I just saw something behind that
fountain over there.”
“Something?”
“It looked like a cross between
Justin Bieber and The Joker,” she would
say with a shudder. Then they would all
carefully cross the room to find this
monster in the shadows.
“Golly!  Its face looks like

Elizabeth!” one of them would say.
“What are you?  Speak!  We are
not afraid!” another would exclaim bravely.
“Guys, it’s me.”  
This would be me, speaking for
the first time.  One of my more courageous
friends would spring forward and clutch me
by the throat.
“What have you done with Elizabeth?” she would demand to know.  
The scene ends with me being
chased out of church by the congregation
with torches and pitchforks.
“You know what?”  Mom interrupted
my thoughts.  “I bet if we curled it, it would
look okay.  I’ll go plug in my hot rollers,”
and away she trotted.
I ambled into the den and plopped
down on the couch.  I was suddenly aware
of my six year-old sister, Tabitha, somber
and grave, standing beside me.
“I will pray for you tonight, Biz,” she
said earnestly, and I could see that she
meant it with all her heart.
“Golly!”  I thought to myself.  “Do I
look so bad that I merit a child’s prayers?”  
The hot-rolling process didn’t take
long, for there wasn’t much of my hair left
to curl.  As Mom worked, I tried hard to
look at the bright side of this situation, but
found it difficult.  If there was a silver lining
to this cloud, it was microscopic. Mom
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was silent as she worked, and I guessed
that she, too, was brooding darkly.
Presently, she was finished.  Before
I left, I was instructed to come back in
about five minutes so she could take the
rollers out, because leaving them in longer
would make it too curly.  I wondered to
myself if my hair could look worse, but
she seemed to think so.
It wasn’t long until Mom went back
to the front porch, broom in hand. She
can’t stand to have a dirty floor, even if it’s
a porch floor.  I waited and waited for Mom
to come back, keeping an eye on the clock
all the while.
After twenty minutes, my head
cooled off considerably.  But I figured Mom
was watching the clock as well, and that
she would return soon to take down my
hair.
Ten minutes later, Mom came in.
She had her arms full of cucumbers, and I
knew that she had gone up to the garden.
No wonder it took so long. She shrieked
when she saw me.
“I forgot all about you!  Quick!”
she exclaimed as she dumped the veggies
on the kitchen counter. “Run back to my
bathroom so we can get those things out!”  
Her distress gave wings to my
feet.  And I had no sooner reached the
master bath than I felt her pulling pins out
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as fast as she could.  I think she might
have pulled some of my head off, too, but
I could not be concerned with that.  
When the pins were all out, she
gave another little moan.
“You look like Shirley Temple,” she
said. “Let me try to brush it out. “Maybe
that’ll get rid of some of the curl.”  
“Oh no,” she said when she was
done.
She buried her face in her hands
again, and I thought she might be crying.  
Imagine my indignation when I realized
that she was laughing!  I took this as my
cue to look in the mirror.
My hair, about the consistency
of sheep’s wool, encircled my head like
a giant halo.  Its diameter, forming such a
perfect sphere that I could estimate it with
a tape measure, was about double to my
head’s.  In the florescent light of the  bathroom, my hair gave off a radiant glow.  I
looked like a stained-glass window saint
who had stuck her finger in a lightsocket.
“I’m sorry, honey,” Mom chuckled.
I sighed and said glumly: “It’s all
right.  I only look like a marigold.”  
She laughed again and said resolutely: “Well, back to the cucumbers,” and
left.
Biologists!
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III
Well, we eventually got my hair
looking better.  I would even venture to say
that it looks pretty good. Plus, Mom has
discovered the measure of her skill, and I
didn’t get run out of the church by a mob
mistaking me for a monster.
And I don’t have any more split
ends.
THE END
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The Trail
			

Lilliana Ascensio

Honorable Mention, Poetry

As I walk to the trail behind,
I walk pass my garden, into my neighbor’s yard,
Near where the water flows, below the wooden bridge,
I cross the rocks to the smooth black trail,
I’m near the heavy traffic, but divided by a metal fence,
With more holes than Swiss cheese,
As I walk along I hear cars passing by each other,
I see plants trying to climb to the top of this metal fence,
Like children extending a hand for something they cannot reach,
As I walk along I see broken sticks all over the place,
Like bottle rockets after Fourth of July,
I keep walking and notice the metal fence has disappeared,
A wooden one has taken its place, as if cutting in line,
The sun shines, but quickly starts shutting out.
Near the wooden fence the trees close in, and shade is
everywhere,
I walk through the backyards’ of houses, but divided by
a wooden fence,
And a metal fence on the other side.
Dividing me from the trees and flowing water down
below,
I’m walking in the middle of two fences,
As if I’m set apart from the rest of the world.
If I continue to walk, I will hit McDonald’s,
But I don’t think I will go that far today.

10
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I keep walking and the noisy cars fade away.
Now on the side of the wooden fence,
I can hear, dogs barking and children laughing.
But on the side of the metal fence, trees full of green,
And below the river flows.
Now the air is filled with, birds, children, the river’s
sound,
And the wind whistling through the trees.
Oh, what beautiful sounds they make.
I continue to walk, but something new has appeared,
Why, it is a rock wall,
Standing at the foot of the wooden fence.
What’s up with all the walls?
It’s as if people, wanted to block something bad from the
trail.
Or maybe, it’s not to keep anything out,
but to step into nature outside of people, and get to
know her better.
As I walk I finally see it, at the end of the wooden fence,
A door at last! “Freedom,” I say.
But is this door an escape?
To step into the bad and away from nature?
Or maybe to escape into nature, and away from the bad,
And to forget the world for an hour or two.
To spend time with nature, I would love to,
But the time has come, I must go back home,
And come back soon.
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Parts Run

Peter Olsen

			

axy.”
that.”

“I need a distributor for a ’62 Gal“Alright sir, I’ll be right back with

Thus begins my typical trip into
the back. The back is the tail end of Gerry
McMurtry’s Auto Parts Plus which the old
man has owned and operated since he got
back from what he calls “The Big One.”
Why he refers to the Second World War
as “One,” I’ll never know. Maybe because
he wasn’t even alive for the first one. The
Old Man sits on his usual crate behind his
desk, tabulating figures while Hank Williams yodels out from a radio older than
God. That’s Hank the First, mind you, and
heaven forbid you should forget, lest you
incur the wrath of the most holy Hank. The
cherry on McMurtry’s Camel Unfiltered
glows a sick red from behind an inch and
a half of ash as his eyes lift from columns
of numbers to meet mine. He grunts as I
pass on my way to The Land Where Parts
Go To Die, and I respond in kind. That red
devil’s eye winks at me from behind its
screen of dead tobacco, and the nicotinic
smear of smoke leers at me as it twists
from side to side. That may have been a
shiver that just crept up my back. Sometimes a goose walks over a grave at the
worst moment.
There’s a lot of paper in the back-
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First Place, Fiction

cardboard, catalogs, cartons, packing fluff,
envelopes. Whole forests shuffled off their
mortal coils and were bleached and
processed so that Gerry’s
customers can get their spark plugs in an
appropriately sized paperboard box. The
dust back here must be an inch thick, and
dead bugs crunch underfoot when I walk
down un-trod aisles. No doubt even the
roaches fall prey to the chemicals we keep
back here. Did anyone ever tell you how
similar to phosgene gas the refrigerant
in your car air conditioning system is? If
you heat it up enough, say, by inhaling it
through a lit cigarette, it basically becomes
the same thing as the phosgene gas used
in World War One. No doubt Gerry could
tell you horror stories about what that gas
could do to the lungs. He could probably
walk through a cloud of the stuff though,
what with the protective tar coating he’s
got on his lungs by now.
It’s with trepidation that I cross into
Ford territory. Gerry’s heart is in Detroit,
and his soul belongs to Mopar first and
Chevy second. The Big Blue Oval is
anathema to Gerry, but he realizes he
has to cater to the market segment. He’ll
do it, but he doesn’t have to like it, and
whether subconsciously or not, he’s put
all the Ford stuff way in the back. It takes
me about a year to make my way through
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all the crates for Dodge, Chrysler, and
Plymouth parts and the trek through GM
territory is another aeon at least. I feel like
Christopher Columbus, except he crossed
water, and I am wading through a dusty
haze of dry wooden shelves, brittle paper
cartons, and yellowed catalogs and labels.
Everything looks dry and ancient back
here, except for what had been packed
in grease or oil which has seeped out like
dirty sin from boxes of iniquity and pooled
on the floor for all to revile.
The usual cool, moldering smell of
old rotten cardboard, and the sharp, actinic
bite of used oil waft into my nose as I find
the shelf I need. Buried behind a tattered
Chilton’s manual and three feet of rotten
radiator hose stands a small stack of
paper boxes which hold the distributor the
customer has requested. The wire support
of the radiator hose protrudes from the
rotten tube like a snake’s ribs, and the
image is further completed by reflected red
light winking from the hose clamp at the
end nearest my hand. I jerk back as my
mind’s eye makes the lopsided black husk
into a coiled snake, but realize my mistake
when the back of my head cracks into a
loose nail that had been pounded into the
cinderblock wall a decade or so ago to
hold up a calendar from some gasoline
company. I jump back from the painful im-

pact and fall fully onto an old rickety ladder
leaning against the wall, no doubt placed
there because the light bulbs always seem
to burn out at the worst possible moment.
The ladder makes a sound like scaly doom
from some half-remembered nightmare as
it scrapes down the wall and bounces off
an overhead light, shattering one of the
bulbs and setting the fixture to swinging
like a crazy pendulum. Shadows lurch
wildly towards me from every direction as
I spin around on my heel, trying to reorient
myself to the way I have come.
I start back toward the front of the
store, the worst part of the journey. Before,
I had had a goal in mind, something to
search for and a place where it might be
found. Now all I have to motivate me is the
fear that some thing lurks from underneath
a shelf and drags me back under a dark
alcove where it can devour me at its
leisure. The image of the radiator-hoseturned-snake rises unbidden to me again,
and I clutch the parts box closer to my
chest. A black shadow from the now slowly
swinging light inks its way from under a
cabinet, curls my feet, then up my legs.
I jump back from the shadows.  At the
same time the shadows seem to recoil in
surprise at my quick movement, then dart
back under the cabinet facing from which
they have originated.
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I yell for my boss, the tension in
my throat turning my voice into a screech
more like a steam whistle from hell than
anything human. Shuddering, I reach out
one clammy hand to steady myself against
a shelf while I close my eyes against the
shadows. Behind my eyelids I am safe.
The shadows can’t get me, for everything
is in darkness. It seems to take Gerry a lot
less time than it has taken me to get to the
back of the store; in a matter of moments
he is standing before me.
“Damn fool!” his gravel-in-a fryingpan voice mutters. “Scared of shadows
and clumsy to boot! Go find a light bulb
and fix that light while I ring this up!” He
lights another Camel from his old one and
disdainfully tosses the butt at me over his
shoulder as he makes his way out of my
sight.
I scutter my way to the cabinet
where I know the spare lights to be,
every gritty step filled with reproach as
the whole building laughs at my shame.
My hand trembles a box of bulbs from the
cabinet.  I make my way back to the ladder
which has knocked the light out in the first
place. The swift, side-to-side motion has
now turned to a slow, elliptical oscillation
that makes the shadows seem to circle
me rather than jump out from hidden
recesses. If anything, this is creepier,
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as if the shadows are animals that have
me cornered and can take their leisure,
lapping up my fear. Resolutely ignoring
the pacing black pools, I set the ladder
against the wall and make my way up the
rungs, groaning step by groaning step.
Who knows if this thing will hold me long
enough to replace the light or if it will drop
me into the seething pool below? I feel
my shirt catch around my shoulders as I
stretch my arm to its limit, pull the old bulb
and screw in the new. The sudden glare of
light shoots into my eyes. The flare of pain
makes everything in the periphery that
much darker.
I shimmy down the old ladder,
getting a splinter in my palm. The sharp
pain goes away for a moment, and then
comes back as a throbbing burn. I curse
all things ancient and spiteful and resolve
that I will forge my way to the counter
without the fear my first attempt has
brought about.
Something sinister, hot and acrid
tickles my nose as I turn about, and I feel
more than hear a soft whump which
reminds me of my grandmother turning on
her old gas stove to cook breakfast when I
was a child. That pressure is followed by a
wave of heat as my eyes turn to the cause
of this new terror. Gerry’s condemning
cigarette end has ignited some pile of
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trash or pool of fluid, and the sparks have
spread. Dry wood and paper everywhere
are catching, and shadows grow languidly
out of the flickering flames, reaching for
me at the same time the heat and the
choking gases from the fire push me back.
I have only one way to turn, away
from the fire, away from the exit, away
from salvation. My mind reels like an
animal’s. I can only think of getting away
from the pain of the fire, but even more
importantly, I know the shadows are
hungrier than any flames. They are driven
ahead of the fire by the evil red glare it
casts, and it seems that the crackling
flames jumping from shelf to shelf and box
to box is the laughing, taunting cries of the
shadows. They know they have me, and in
moments they will savor their victory after
the chase.
My head throbs from the heat and
noxious gases put out by the fire. No
matter where I put my hands to feel a way
that my blinded eyes can’t see, the fire
reaches out hot teeth to nip at them. The
laughing shadows and the crackling fire
reach a steady staccato roar, drowning out
all other sounds, making mockery of my
screams and gasped cries of pain. I fall
to my side and curl into the fetal position
as the flames start to bite all around me.
I can barely see even the fire now as the

shadows crowd my vision from the outside
in, condensing my world into a pinpoint of
light. I pray that the fire will take me and
turn me to ash before the shadows can
claim me, but even that mercy is denied
me as a with my last choking breath I feel
the cold of their touch creep inward from
my hands and feet until my own pain is
silenced by the awful numbness that I
know could only be Death.
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suburbia at midnight
			

all things bleed cherry
black and white
all my paths
are lit by candles
taken from the cribs
of all the dead children
who peered through the bars
decided not to care
gave up
climbed back in their eggs
rolled to the furnace
and jumped in
cheering each other on
the last one shutting the door
seconds before the nurse
with the blue fingernails
noticed that the found were missing
that their paths had fallen to darkness
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Kevin Carrier

Second Place, Poetry

Macy's rocking horse

Kevin Carrier

			

Honorable Mention, Poetry

they broke my hands
the most beautiful of all my tools
never noticing the blue-green nightscapes
the white stars
burning themselves for pleasure
as if to say “look at me”
i told them to fall back
and leave the frontlines to me
and the great salt winds
moved me to explain
my wandering eyes
and to break off my ties with you
i pulled the sunken arrow from my ribcage
and let this sultry garden cloak
deaden my heart
to all growth and color
and now i walk
following no one
to the ends of greatness
and to the beginnings of those ends
with blindness in sight
as a comfort ...
a hope
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The Unwanted
			

Snow continued to make its way
down from the darkened sky. I could tell
that the night air was frigid, even though I
could not feel it from the cab of my truck.
As I listened to the weather
forecast on the radio, I was thinking about
how glad I was to be going home. I had
been gone for two weeks, traveling from
one coast to the other making
deliveries for various shippers, but I
was now ready to make my way home.
I slowly started passing landmarks
with great familiarity, even from childhood.
Into the city limits, and with each landmark
I passed, my worries of the weather rapidly
faded. I started seeing the bright glow of
Christmas lights streaming down the city
streets and could smell the smoke of smoldering fireplaces rising from the rooftops of
neighboring homes. I had now made my
final turn and started counting the street
signs as I drove by each, counting them
down like a clock from its final tick to its
final tock.
Finally, I was home. I could see that
all the lights had been turned off. The yard
along with the driveway had been covered with a light blanket of snow without
footsteps, tire tracks, or debris disturbing
its placement. As I pulled into the drive, I
noticed my car was the only vehicle resting
in its regular spot; the other, belonging to
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Scott A. Royston

Second Place, Non-fiction

my wife, was not there. Maybe she needed to leave hers at the garage and had
someone bring her home. Either way, I
was going to take advantage of the extra
space.
I turned the key and listened as the
large diesel engine came to a stop, looked
at the clock on the dash one last time as
it blinked 2:20 am, and opened the door. I
gathered what was needed and left everything else for the next day.
The frigid temperature abruptly
greeted me while I let myself down from
the cab and made my way to the side
door of the house. I fumbled through my
keys, going from one to the other and back
again, until finally reaching the correct key
for that particular door. I inserted the key
and turned it.
The door slowly opened. Careful
not to make any noise, I entered the kitchen, feeling the warmth of the home welcoming me with its embrace. I turned on
the lights, removed my shoes, and placed
them on the side of the mat in front of the
door. I followed my usual route – to the
laundry, the spare bedroom, the bathroom,
then back to the kitchen again.
As I returned to the kitchen, I
passed the dining room table and noticed
a note written by my wife. The note read,
“I’m no longer staying in this place at night
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by myself! I’m at Mom’s. Be back in the
morning. Love You.”
Her departure could be considered
odd by some people. But to me, it was
understandable and really only a matter of
time considering the past experiences we
have both had – hearing footsteps coming
down the steps leading upstairs, finding
puddles of water in the middle of the floor,
or finding all the windows in the house
raised when we got home. Many times at
night we would be watching TV, and the
TV would start slowly going through the
channels, finally settling on a show we
didn’t want to watch. The stereo would
sometimes come on by itself and pass
through stations, as if searching for its
own favorite song.
The letter made me think something a little more drastic might have had
happened. Yet, I placed the letter back
down, shrugging it off with a little laughter.
It was time now for me to take a very long
shower, to let all the worries, the dread,
and the miles flow down the drain.  
After my shower, I made one
last trip to the kitchen. I raided the fridge
and cabinets, searching for a snack or
even possibly a meal. I had a hard time
deciding, but finally chose half of a twofoot-long sub from “Big Eddie’s Deli” and
a bag of salt & vinegar potato chips. I

turned off all the lights and made my way
to the living room couch, placing everything on the coffee table. Using the light
from the moon shining through the window behind me, I located the remote and
turned on the TV. I figured at four o’clock
in the morning, my best bet would be to
just watch the news.
After about thirty to forty-five
minutes of viewing the worst of what
the world had to offer, I noticed the stereo
beginning to wake again – searching once
more for its favorite song, stopping at each
station, playing just a fragment of a song,
and moving to the next. At this time, the
television sound started going down. I
watched the bars on the TV dropping
one by one till they were all finally gone.
The footsteps on the stairs had
begun the same as they did in the past.
I could hear them faintly at first, but they
became louder as they got closer to the
door that led upstairs. I waited for them to
stop, like they did every time before, but
they did not.
Slowly, a figure started to show
itself in the dark. I was frozen, not out
fear but as if paralyzed. My arm lay on the
couch, my hand still holding the remote;
my legs remained still, one on the couch,
one off. My eyes could not even be forced
to stray from the position in which they had
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been trapped, no matter how much I tried.
The figure became increasingly more solid
and started to make its way towards me.
Once the figure got closer, I noticed
light from the window tracing its outline.
I could tell it was a lady with straight, flat
hair passed her shoulders, wearing a long
gown of some sort with what seemed to
be the outline of glasses around her eyes.
She tilted her head and waited, and as
she did I could smell the distinct odor of
bleach. The odor became stronger and
stronger, so much so that my nose began
to burn, and my eyes began to water.
I tried drastically to move but
still could not; I was paralyzed. She had
gotten even closer now. Raising her arms,
I noticed an item in each hand. Her right
held a container, a jug of some sort. The
other hand held a large knife. I knew the
container must have had held the bleach.
I was sure of it.
She continued, still with her head
tilted and her arms lifted, for what seemed
an hour but in reality was probably only
minutes. Her head slowly straightened,
and her left arm began swinging down with
force over and over again. I could feel the
severe pain of each slicing blow but could
not look down to evaluate the harm she
was causing me.
Over and over, she continued her
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assault; with each slice of my flesh, she
would angle her right arm just enough
to bathe my wounds in bleach. The pain
became unbearable.
Just as quickly as she began her
terror, she ended it. She slowly turned and
moved to where she started, waited for a
brief moment, then disappeared.  I noticed
that the pain had subsided. My body was
now free, and I could move, but I chose to
do otherwise.
The dark in the room slowly gave
way to light. As the room finally filled with
the welcomed presence of morning, I
began to feel at ease enough to move.
My first thought was coffee; I need coffee.
I made a fresh, strong pot and poured
myself a cup.
I took my cup and made my way
outside to the front porch. Sitting in the
chair beside the front door, I watched as
the warmth of the coffee introduced itself
to the cold morning air with constant bellows of steam.
I began to think of what I had
witnessed just moments before. I knew
of good and evil and believed in both
strongly. I also knew ghosts didn’t exist;
no one ever returned from the dead.
When people pass, they are called dead
for a reason. What I had seen was no
angel, no bright light of goodness. I had
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experienced no overwhelming presence
of joy or love. I came to realize what I had
experienced was evil, maybe not in its
purest form, but evil none-the-less.
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Forgotten
			

Tucker Foster

Third Place, Poetry

Our war happened
Indiscriminately
You fought, battled, suffered, cried, experienced
I was gone
Our place remained. You would be there, waiting on my return
This is where I could find you
You had waited, regardless. Yes, you were there
The dock stretched out before me, an endless bridge in the ashen horizon
Each step moved in silence
This is where you would be
My steps faltered, my knees gave way
Your hands were bound, your ankles tied, crucified to the structure’s edge
Skin charred, blackened with soot and dirt, still breathing
“I waited, I remembered.”
Our ground crumbled beneath us, we embraced in the freefall
Pieces splashed into the water around us
And you disintegrated in my arms
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Open for All to See

Kevin Carrier

			

Honorable Mention, Poetry

we dance by the glow,
of smoldering trees
once set afire by our love
they are now bronze embers
that we refrain from stirring
because we both agreed
even though ... for you
i unraveled the stitching of the most personal mask
sown upon my face
and not knowing this world from another
i died in the womb
open for all to see
the creatures inside of me raised their heads
looked upon all and were burnt up by the sun
unable to exist
to find that the differences between life and existence
are found only in hearts
in the memories hearts keep
a boy’s dreams are lost in the rain
lives are taken under the sun
and i’ve been told
that there is poetry in the desert
that every now and then
the wind will carry the sand in a certain way
and write a line to a poem
that has no end
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Notice Me

Tia Campbell

		

Sometimes he came to the park
when it was warm out. When the sun
shone through a puffy covering of grey
clouds that might later turn into rain, or
when there wasn’t much wind to lift him
off his feet, or he could find enough shade
to keep from getting too badly sunburnt.
Days like today.
He didn’t come to play on the
playground or walk the gently curving
trails beneath the trees. He didn’t come to
escape from the surrounding city for a little
while. He came for none of the reasons
that most people came to the park. He
came solely to sit in the squeaky baby
swing in the corner of the playground
and watch the people. Watch the families.
Today David had gotten to the
park early, before most people with kids
showed up. He didn’t really care, though.
It wasn’t like he had anywhere else to be
today; he was still achy and sniffling from
a desperate escape from an irate shop
keeper, an escape through the sewers two
weeks before, and he’d not been able to
get any errand-work since, so he didn’t
have anywhere to go or anything to do. It
was safer to be out here than to try to go
back to the dilapidated tenement building,
more like a multistoried hovel that he hid
in at night, and he really didn’t want to
go back there anyway. He felt alone and
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Second Place, Fiction

trapped in the tiny storage closet he had
claimed. It was better to come to the park
and watch families. At least these grownups didn’t scream at him and try to chase
him away if he got too close to them by
accident. Most of them didn’t ever seem
to know he was there; they were too busy
with their own kids to pay any attention to
the tiny little boy who wandered around
the outskirts of the playground or sat in
the unused corner swing.
David stood on tiptoe to climb into
the swing, pulling the safety bar down over
his lap where he could rest his arms and
settle down to watch. A few adults were
in the park already, sitting on the benches
that were scattered around, but he didn’t
see anyone with kids coming for a good
few minutes, giving him time to scoot
around until his bony back touched the
rear of the hard plastic swing, his bare,
freckled legs sticking almost straight out in
front of him. He leaned forward, resting his
chin on his arms, and watched the world,
sniffing softly to try and clear his stuffy
nose. He could see part of the pond from
this swing, and he could see a couple of
bigger boys playing in the shallow water
around the edge, their distant laughter
reaching his ears a few moments later as
he watched them splash and cover each
other in mud. Some part of him wished he
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could go join them. They seemed happy,
despite getting dirty, and he wanted to
know how they did it, but he didn’t dare.
So after watching longingly for a few
minutes, he turned his attention away,
shifting his gaze to a young family with
two kids making their way down one of
the paths that led from the other side of
the park, heading for the playground.
In only a short time, that one
little family was joined by others, the
playground resounding with the laughter
of kids and their parents, and David had
more than enough to keep his attention.
He became entranced, watching a little
girl playing with her father on the see-saw,
unable to help but smile slightly every time
the grown-up made his daughter bounce
up in the air, making her squeal with
laughter each time her rear flew those few
inches off the seat. Eventually, though, the
little girl wanted off the see-saw, and David
lost her bouncing curls in the crowd of
kids, though he strained to find the shock
of glistening dark hair, pulling himself up
by the chains on the swing to be able to
see.
It didn’t take him long to find her
again, the little girl heading straight for
him, a grin on her face, a bounce in her
step to match her bouncy curls. David
shrank back as she approached, the hard

back of the swing providing little security
as the girl stopped in front of him, scrutinizing him with merry brown eyes.
“Hi! ‘m Anna, what’cher name, huh?
Ya wanna play?” Her voice was cheerful,
her stance innocently questioning as she
tilted her head, rocking back and forth
slightly with her hands behind her back.
David, however, reacted as though
Anna had screamed obscenities at him,
flinching away and staring at her wordlessly, his own fearful, longing green eyes far
too large for his thin little face. He shook
his head slowly, pale hair falling into his
eyes, and drew his legs up into the swing,
away from the potential touching of the
little girl still standing in front of him.
Anna stopped rocking, blinking at
the strange reaction she’d gotten, though
her smile remained bright. “Don’t be
scared, ‘m not a meanie-head! C’mon,
let’s go play inna sandbox over there; no
one’s usin it!” She held out one chubby
little hand, reaching to lay it on the safety
bar of the swing, ready to help the tiny boy
cowering there out of it so they could go
play.
A soft, terrified squeak escaped
David’s throat, and before Anna could
lay a hand on him, he was sliding out the
swing and scurrying behind it, diving for
the bushes that rimmed the edge of the
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playground. He scrambled underneath a
bush, ignoring the dry twigs that poked
him and caught his hair, trying to get as far
away from her reaching hand as possible.
He peered out once he had tucked himself
entirely under the bush, watching Anna
with a fear that bordered on paranoia,
hugging his arms to his chest as he
peeked through the leaves.
Anna watched the bush for a
moment, the smile on her face slowly
turning into a bothered frown when David
never re-emerged. “Ya sure ya don’t
wanna play?” she called out hopefully,
thinking that maybe the boy had gone
under there to calm down. When she
received no answer, Anna started toward
the bush, making David shrink back,
pulling into a tight little ball in the midst
of the prickly twigs.
He was saved, however, by
Anna’s father, as the grown-up came to
gather his daughter and take her home.
Anna was scooped up and held close,
leaving David to peer at her until she and
her father were entirely out of sight. Only
then did he dare venture from under the
bush, shaking twigs from his hair and
carefully trying to brush fresh dirt from
his dingy shorts.
Timidly, he looked around, making
sure that Anna was safely gone before
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slowly climbing back into the swing and
pulling the safety bar back down, fear
and frustrated longing warring in his heart
and on his face for a few minutes before
squealing laughter made him turn his
attention to the other side of the playground. Three children of varying ages
and sizes were taking turns on one of
the big slides, their parents waiting at the
bottom to catch them every time they went
down. Off to one side, two very little kids
were playing in the shaded sand under the
swinging bridge, an almost-grown-up girl
sitting with them and helping them build
their sand-castle, occasionally darting a
hand out to tickle at little chubby necks
or bellies, eliciting loud laughter and the
sudden, unexplained collapse of the sandcreation, much to the delight of the
children.
A sudden wail close by pulled
David’s gaze away from the scene before
him, his eyes coming to rest on a little boy
being scooped up by his mother. David
watched as she kissed the boy’s tears
away, taking him to a bench to examine
the scraped and bloody knee he had just
gotten when falling off the balance beam.
David couldn’t hear what she was saying
to her son, but the gentleness of her
movements and the loving way she held
the child, about the same size as David
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himself, made tears spring to the little
boy’s eyes, and he turned his head away,
burying his face against his arms for a few
minutes. The unbearable loneliness, the
ache that was more than just the ache of
being sick, grew overpowering in those
few moments, drowning his fear and making him tremble as he sat unnoticed in the
swing.
When David raised his head
again, the tears were still there, but he was
determined not to let them fall, no matter
how much he wanted someone to be there
to tell him everything was okay, to hold his
hand and lead him home, to tell him he
didn’t have to worry or be alone any more.
He was nearly six years old; he didn’t have
anybody and would never have anybody
because he wasn’t worth anything, and no
one would want him unless they wanted
someone to hurt, and he wouldn’t go with
someone like that again.
So he simply watched, letting the
crippling hunger of longing grow to fill
the space in his empty belly, making his
eyes ache even more than they already
did as he struggled with tears. He refused
to leave the swing, however, not while
there were families here he could watch.
Families that, for a few moments, he could
pretend belonged to him, and that any
minute, someone would turn to him on the

swing, smile at him, banish his fears,
and pick him up to go home. It was
self-torture; some part of him knew it,
but the tiny child couldn’t help himself.
He wanted so desperately to belong to
someone that even those few moments
of pretending, despite knowing that it
wasn’t real and that he was too afraid for
anyone to love him, were craved more
than he craved the bread displayed in the
front window of the bakery on the route
back to the tenement. It hurt. It hurt a lot.
Almost as if the sky could sense
his sad mood, the grey clouds that had
shielded the playground from the sun’s
rays opened up and dumped their own
tears down on the world below. David
didn’t move from his position in the swing,
watching as parents scrambled for children, gathering them up and running from
the rain, keeping their little ones held
close so that the cool rain wouldn’t touch
them and get them wet. In vain, David
watched, halfway hoping someone would
turn and see him sitting there alone, the
rain already soaking him under his too-big,
ragged clothing, and would gather him up
and take him home. But as the last person
scrambled away from the playground,
leaving David to be gently pushed in the
swing by nothing other than the wind that
came with the rain, that faint hope died,
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as it had countless times before.
Shivering, his stuffy nose growing
more stuffed as he became ever more
drenched, David quietly raised the safety
bar on the swing, sliding out of the plastic
seat and letting his sandal-shod feet
thump down onto the playground sand.
He stood there for a moment, turned
slightly to watch the last few people
running past the playground, never looking
to the right or left as they hurried to leave
the park and get out of the rain. No one
even saw him standing there, or if they
did, they didn’t care. David’s shoulders
hunched, his thin little arms coming up to
hug himself and ward off the chill of water
trickling down his back. Slowly, he left
the playground, heading back toward the
tenement and the thin pile of rags and
discarded, torn sheets that he called a
bed, the rain masking the lonely tears
that fell from his eyes as he left the
park, alone and unnoticed.
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Girl 1

			

Tucker Foster

Honorable Mention, Poetry

She broke into my vision
between spared glimpses of the sun,
her image easing softly into focus,
silhouette dancing subtly, as if in a tango with the sun’s beams,
grass brushed up gently against my exposed skin, the colors of her dress
projecting through like feigned stained glass reflections
sensory experience, inhibitions removed
warm breeze.
She spoke, but the words fell silent,
the sound effects of old camera film being played over
a moment
spiritualized.
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The Ugliest Walleye Ever Caught
		

“In all the years I’ve been fishing, I
haven’t seen that before!” Mark laughingly
said, while staring into the net.
“Me neither,” I said, beside myself
with shock and amazement.
The day began just like any other
midsummer Sunday in East Tennessee,
the sun starting its languid journey across
the cloudless, bluebird sky. After a long
sleepless night, 5 a.m. finally arrived. I
began my morning with the usual routine
of taking a shower and getting dressed.
At a little after 6 a.m., Mark
arrived at the house. I told him I had just
purchased a new rod and reel the night
before and was eager to use it today. So
I loaded my fishing gear and checked the
boat. After reviewing my mental checklist,
I was finally ready to leave the house. We
climbed into Mark’s Chevy pickup, he
started the big diesel engine, and off
we went.
On the way to the boat ramp,
we stopped at Hardees for breakfast.
Entering the restaurant, I could smell
the aroma of freshly-made biscuits. My
mouth began to water almost immediately.
I ambled up to the counter, ordered two
sausage-and-egg biscuits and a Diet Coke
from the young lady operating the register.
“Would you like hash rounds with
that?” she asked.
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Keith D. Seal

Third Place, Non-fiction

I declined by telling her I was trying
to watch my figure. It was mighty tempting,
though, considering the heavenly smells
wafting in from the kitchen. Mark chowed
down on a steaming platter of biscuits and
gravy and drank a cup of black coffee.
After we had eaten breakfast,
we stopped at a convenience store to
purchase gas for the boat and a few
snacks for a long day on the water. While
Mark pumped the gas, I went inside to
pay, looking for some goodies as a snack
later. I found a Snickers candy bar, a Little
Debbie oatmeal pie, and picked up a
couple of Diet Mountain Dews for the
cooler. On my way up to the counter, I
noticed a little boy eyeing my candy bar.
I asked if he would like one, too. He said
he would, so I bought one for him, which
made him smile. I was glad to make
him happy; after all you can never have
enough good karma when you’re going
fishing. Mark also grabbed a few snacks
and a couple bottles of water.
At the Hardees in White Pine
we were about five miles from the ramp
where we would launch the boat at
Douglas Lake. Mark and I passed the
time by joking and telling stories of past
fishing trips on the lake.
Time passed quickly, and before
we knew it we arrived at the little, concrete
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boat ramp. I noticed when we arrived
there weren’t many vehicles at the ramp,
but there were a few people fishing from
the bank. We prepared the boat for
launching, remarking that the lake was
much lower than the last time we were
there. Trees where we had caught fish
earlier in the summer were now stranded
high up on the bank several feet from the
water. I looked around and noticed there
were a few cranes near the edge of the
water chasing minnows in the shallows,
which was an encouraging sight. Where
there’s a minnow, there’s usually a fish.   
Finally, all the preparations were
made, and we were able to launch the
boat. As we idled the boat out of the cove,
I began looking at the depth finder to see
what kind of structure was available to
fish nearby. Mark said he knew a good
spot where his brother had caught a good
limit of walleye the week before, so we
proceeded to make the two mile journey
up the lake to the chosen spot. Along the
way, we passed several boats tied up next
to the bank. Some were tethered to docks,
while others were just run ashore and tied
to trees. There were many campers lining
the edge of the lake shore, but because it
was still early, not many people were up
and about yet.
As we approached the spot, we

were amazed to see fifteen boats
already there; apparently his brother’s
secret spot wasn’t such a big secret. We
slowed the boat to an idle and began to
prepare our tackle by tying on a pinkfeathered, one-ounce jig Mark claimed
worked really well here. We pulled up next
to a bridge pillar and began to drift lazily
downstream with the current. I cast my jig
letting it sink to the bottom of the murky
water and began to bounce it ever so
slightly off the bottom. We covered an
area about the size of three football fields
without any results. So we started the
engine, idled back to where we began,
and prepared to make another pass.
This exercise consumed us for
the next four hours in the sweltering midmorning heat without any results. During
this time I had begun to notice several
people emerging from their campers and
tents. Many looked like they were trying to
recover from a wild Saturday night, while
others were just trying to shake the cobwebs of sleep from their heads. After a
few more minutes, I noticed a small
breeze beginning to ripple the surface of
the water. I thought to myself that there is
no other place I’d rather be than right
here on the lake. Then it happened.
“I’ve got a bite!” I shouted to Mark.
I could feel the fish tugging
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repeatedly on my jig.
“Set the hook!” Mark exclaimed
with a series of boyish giggles.
He is often prone to fits of
uncontrollable laughter, which makes him
a lot of fun to be around.
In a slow, steady pace I reeled
down almost to the waterline and set the
hook with a swift, upward jerk on the rod.
Right then I knew something was different
about this fish. When you hook walleye,
you can usually tell what it is by the way
they shake their heads during a fight. The
fish I was fighting did not react anything
like that. It dove for the muddy bottom and
tried its best to stay there.
After what seemed like an
eternity, I was beginning to get the upper
hand. A few seconds later, the fish grew
tired of this tug of war, and I proceeded
to reel him in. As the fish surfaced, I could
not help but be amazed at what I was
witnessing. There, entangled in the net,
was the most beautiful, solid black catfish
I have ever seen.
After the exhausting fight, it took
a few minutes for the realization of this
feat to hit me. How many people ever in
their lifetime get to witness such an event,
much less get to participate in it? I was
giddy with excitement and adrenaline,
while Mark could barely contain his
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laughter at such a fish.
We released the fish unharmed so
that perhaps someone else could get the
pleasure of catching it. Then we fished
for a couple more hours without any luck.
As we were preparing to leave the fishing
hole, we could not help but think of that
fish and wonder if someday it would be a
story in some other angler’s memory. Was
this fish an abnormality or was it just my
lucky day?
I have talked to many other fishermen, and I have yet to find one who will
admit to catching a fish like this. All things
considered, I often wonder what is more
important to me: that fish or the memory
shared with one of my best friends. Every
time I see a lake, I remember that day, and
it makes me want to cast a line. What will
my next catch be? Who knows? It could be
the memory of a lifetime, or it could just be
another day on the lake.
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Man to Man

Nikki Futch

			

Honorable Mention, Poetry

I see them through the window
An outsider in my own home.
I watch this real-time recording
Of my dad and sweet Jordan.
The toddler’s face so earnest, bright,
Dad leans down to hug him tight.
A cherub with an impish smile
A strong, stern man, wizened with miles
I soak up these moments when I can
Them sitting, talking, man to man.
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The Simple Guy
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Caitlin Meadows

First Place, Visual Arts
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Hillside Drive

Joseph Gaus

			

Honorable Mention, Poetry

The semi flips over end over end
Fire smoke and noise from around the bend
My heart feels as though it stops, I’m going so fast
Towards the twisted meal fire and glass
I step on the brake and hold onto the wheel
Hard and sharp pain from the flat of my heel
Pain moving fast from my toe to my knee
Black and red colors was all I could see
The glass shattered brightly a silver shower
Was my life over, is this my last hour
The Glass Cutting of my face
The Crush Breaking of my bones
The Force of Twisting metal
The Bending and cracking plastic
Frames fenders and panels melding together
The noise was unbearable my ears were ringing
My stomach turned at the pain this was bringing
Blacking in blacking out
Time moved slowly
Forces then stopped and metal was still
From the fiery crash on the side of the hill
Bloody and numb I could no longer speak
The stillness and quiet brought sorrow and grief
My loves lifeless body in the passenger seat
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Waiting
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Tia Campbell

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Lost Time of Fun
			

Rebecca Fowler

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Blindspots
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Caitlin Meadows

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Bristol

			

Daniel Neubrander

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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A Shelter Dog
			

Morgan Keaton

Honorable Mention, Poetry

Fingers on your hands, yet different from mine.
Bright eyes that can cry, yet shed no tears.
White scars on your body, inflicted by man.
Deep wounds to the soul, that may never heal.
Your thoughts are clearly spoken, yet I cannot grasp your words.
You reach out with longing, yet I cannot touch you.
You desire love unconditional, yet meet sadness without hope.
A longing for a friend, yet people pass you by.
In the end, you are just a thought.
A truth, a concept, an image.
For in the end, you are not really there.
Just an idea, of what could have been.
For you see, my friend, you are just a photo.
A face from behind bars, printed in ink.
All your life you just desired one thing.
But now it’s too late, you are no longer here.
Do not cry for my sadness, my dearest canine friend.
For I know you do not suffer anymore.
And with your picture, I shall always keep in mind.
What it is that I fight for every day.
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Set Me Free

Patricia Mazzonni

			

Honorable Mention, Poetry

Who be these men that I do see
With skin so white that shackles me
They take me on a great wood ship
They lay me down to take a trip
Side by side all I can see
Other chained just like me
I hear their cries and moans all night
Only darkness there is no light
Creator I pray you hear my plea
And break these chains to set me free
For where I go does worry me
For in my village is where I would be
The trip so long and day by day
I watch my people pass away
Women cry for their children, and men for their wives
The pain so bad, some take their lives
Creator I beg you hear my plea
Take these chains and set me free
The ship has stopped, we are now on land
Chained side by side is how we stand
They take us to a little town
Where many people stand around
They stand us up for all to see
To sell us, not to set us free
They open my mouth to see my teeth
They strip me bare to see beneath
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A white man hollers and raises his hand
Now they make me wear his brand
They bring me to the white man’s land
Where others like me all wear his brand
Never again shall I get to see
The land of my birth across the sea
For her now, I’ll stay right to the end
Forever a slave, never a friend
In the fields I will work till my fingers bleed red
With the hot summer sun burning down on my head
Creator I beg you please hear my plea
Take me from here and let me be free
See the scars on my back from my master’s rage
And my body so weary and ravaged with age
Now the years have passed and I come to see
How cruel some humans to others can be
As I lay dying, I know this will be
My creator will say, it’s time, you are free.
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Tomatoes

			

Jacob Estepp

Second Place, Visual Arts
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Black Grass
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Rose Potter

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Abstract Hummingbird
			

Kimberly A. Smith

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Abstract Violin
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Kimberly A. Smith

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Sleeping Tiger
			

Kelly Tolley

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Twilight Song
			

Elizabeth Saulsbury
Honorable Mention, Poetry

I softly tread across this lonely scene
My bare feet step through this winsome twilight
Gently, tenderly, carefully
For I do not want to disturb this night
I want to belong to it.
The long grass makes a carpet for my feet
Softened by moss, roughened by thistles
Clean soft mud leaks between my toes
I burrow my feet into it because it feels so fresh and earthy
My feet are sometimes interrupted by a smooth pebble
Cold and wet and hard
I inhale deeply
I breathe in the clean, cold, silky mist
I smell earth and water
Beautifully pure
The storm is over, nothing but the memory remains.
There is no sun, no waxen moon lights my way.
The sky is spread above me
Endless and forbidding
A vast gray canvas, on which black skeletons of trees paint chilling outlines
I feel a few patters of rain on my skin
And then I realize that if I reach out
And extend my fingertips and close my eyes
I can feel a whispery something slip through my fingers
I know that it is night itself
A wonderfully frightening phantom
And I know that I want to stay here with it;
For this is where I belong.
I belong here, in the silent musing twilight
Where selfishness and lust and the willful temper of mankind are strangers
Where I need not speak, I need not think
I only need to feel
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I only need to hear the passionate music in the breeze
I only need to taste the watery deepness in the air
I only need to sense the forlorn beauty of the sky
I only need to feel.
No reproach, no criticism, no right or wrong
Just this dark and lovely night.
Then the cold seeps into me
It possesses me
But it reminds me that I do not really belong here
I may walk here
And breathe here
And feel here
And love here
And be at peace here
But I can never truly belong.
Until I can spread wings and soar
Until I reach my arms high and grow strong and rough to the heavens
Until I can skulk and prey and crawl and hunt in the shadows
Until I turn a blushing red with layers of petals and thorns
Only then can I belong.
My comfort is that although I am a stranger,
I am a welcome one.
Sighs overcome me as I leave this night
But I remind myself that night follows every day
And that it won’t be long until I return
To this poetic muse
My home
My twilight
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Her True Colors
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Caitlin Meadows

Third Place, Visual Arts
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The Spider's Tale

Garrett Wilt

			

Honorable Mention, Poetry

I find myself flowing in and out of existence,
Similar to the zephyr through my hair,
It’s the strangest thing,
Yet I never seem to care.
It’s a gentle chill,
With the lack of will,
Cool air in the room,
Before a predator makes his kill.
A spider crawls on the wall,
So precise while making its web,
A minor masterpiece,
His prey tremble and dread.
A faint twitch,
A shiver in her bones,
She feels his presence,
Starburst eyes turn gold with a glimpse of salted water,
A single drip as she remembers her father.
Her heart beats louder than his boots on the dusty hardwood floor,
Grim scarred face forms a gentle smile,
The screams are equal in volume,
They’re heard for miles.
Ear piercing silence,
The spider gracefully ascends to the dusty world below,
Through kaleidoscope eyes it stares in bliss,
They ended it all in a final kiss.
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There was no other choice,
It was the end of the road,
Nobody would help them.
As the young couple withers,
And their story ends,
It has only just begun,
The spider shall share the story,
With their newborn son.
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The Light and Life

			

Ashley Ward

Honorable Mention, Visual Arts
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Silent Tears
			

A young woman with hair the color
of cherry blossoms lay asleep in her room
on a rainy March morning. She lived in the
small town of Konoha, Japan. Around her
eyes were dark circles, and her eye lids
were swollen as if she had been awake
all night long. All was silent until suddenly
there came an extremely, loud banging
on her door, to which she bolted straight
up and revealed frantic, emerald green,
blood-shot eyes. As she untangled herself
from her red, silk sheets, she rubbed her
eyes then glanced at the clock. Her eyes
widened, and she wished evil thoughts on
whoever dared to awaken her when she
saw it was only seven in the morning.
She made her way through her one
bedroom apartment, nearly tripping on her
Wal-Mart uniform, which she had thrown
on the floor the previous night, and looked
through the peep hole to see who needed
to be murdered. She could only sigh when
she saw her orange haired best friend,
who she secretly loved, standing outside
with his hands in his pockets. Her neighbors must have thought he was some sort
of gang leader with all his piercings and
dark clothes because the neighbors went
into hiding whenever he came to visit,
which was quite often. She unlatched the
chain and opened the door, gesturing for
him to come inside before someone called
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Brittany McCullough

Third Place, Fiction

the police----again.
“Pein, what are you doing out in this
weather this early in the morning?” Sakura
asked, as she watched him shedding his
leather jacket and gloves. He only stared
back at her with an incredulous expression.
“Do you honestly think I would let
you be alone today, of all days?”
She glared at him and smacked
his shoulder. She knew he was right,
and she should have expected him over,
but he could have come later. When he
walked over to her tan, suede sectional
and made himself comfortable, she
sighed. After he plopped into his favorite
spot, she could never get him to leave,
and, at the moment, she was too tired to
make an attempt. Sakura went into the
kitchen to make breakfast. When she
opened her stainless steel refrigerator,
she could see only two eggs and some
expired milk. She didn’t want to hear
another lecture from Pein about making
sure she ate, so she shut the refrigerator
door and walked back into the living room.
“Well, it looks like we’re going
out for breakfast. Let me get changed,
and we’ll go to that new ramen place you
talked about the other day.” He looked up
from the magazine he had snagged off her
coffee table and smirked. “Forget to go
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grocery shopping again?”
Sakura glared at him and stomped
to her bedroom. Going through her walkin closet, she picked a long-sleeved, light
pink shirt, washed denim jeans, and a pair
of light pink tennis shoes. She bent down
to tie her shoe, and her eyes widened as
she realized which shoes she was
wearing. She could remember perfectly
the day she got them. It was the beginning
of March. Her mother had taken her
shopping for her birthday. They went into
the new shoe store in the mall. She found
the perfect pair of light pink Puma’s. She
had wanted them so
badly and had begged her mother for them
because they matched her hair perfectly,
but her mother told her they were too expensive. She had pouted, refused to settle
for anything else, then stomped to their
red VW Beetle. Her mother came out a
few minutes later with a shopping bag and
handed it to her. Sakura opened the bag,
looked guiltily at her mother, and apologized. Her mother laughed and told her not
to be such a diva the next time she didn’t
get something she wanted.
The next week, Sakura was
escorted out of her Economics class and
brought into the principal’s office. She had
called her parents earlier to come pick her
up because she felt ill, so she was

confused when they were not in the office.
A police officer came up to her and asked
if she was Sakura Haruno, to which she
nodded and asked the whereabouts of
her parents. The police officer then told
her that her parents had been in a car
accident. They had hit a patch of black
ice and spun into oncoming traffic.  
The car was unrecognizable. She
would never forget having to go identify
their burned and mangled bodies. She
couldn’t even remember what happened
afterwards; Pein had told her she had
walked around her house in a daze for
a week.
When she felt something heavy
drape around her shoulders, she looked
up and saw that she and Pein were at the
cemetery where her parents were buried.
She had avoided coming to the cemetery
after the funeral, and couldn’t understand
why Pein had brought her here. She
wasn’t sure she could handle seeing
her parents’ tombstones yet. She turned
around and looked at Pein with hurt and
confusion.
“You started walking out the door
and wouldn’t respond to me when I called
out to you. I assumed you were angry
with me. I followed to make sure you were
okay. When we ended up at the cemetery,
you kept staring at the front gate. I thought
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that your subconscious led you here. I
know you don’t want to be here, but I think
it would be good if you visited them,” Pein
said.
His explanation sounded
reasonable, and thought this confrontation
would be hard to handle. It was time to
visit her parents. She walked slowly into
the cemetery, and almost turned back.
Pein grabbed her hand, and they
continued forward. They made their way
towards her parents’ tombstones situated
on one of the cemetery’s many small hills.
Her knees almost gave out before their
graves, but Pein held her steady. She read
their names carved into the stone, feeling
the tears building in her eyes. She tried
holding them back, but Pein turned her
around and held her to his chest.
“Let it out,” he said.
That was all he needed to say to
set Sakura’s tears free. Pein told her,
“No parent wants their child to hold the
pain inside them, the deep hurting pain
that always comes with losing a loved
one. They wouldn’t love you any less or
be disappointed in you in any way if you
were to cry. Shedding tears for your loved
ones, especially on the anniversary of your
parents’ death, is not a weakness in any
way. You have nothing to fear because I
will always be the shoulder you need to
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cry on.”
Hearing Pein’s words, she
accepted that it was okay to miss her
parents, and to cry every now and again.
No one would think her weak or judge
her. She could see that now. “Thank you,
Pein. I seriously don’t know what I would
do without you,” Sakura said as she
stopped crying. He tilted her chin up and
wiped her tears. She smiled and told him
she was ready to leave. When they exited
the cemetery, Pein stopped her and turned
her around. She could only blush when
she looked into his lavender eyes and saw
how close their faces were. She looked at
him with a question, but he smirked at her.
“Who says you have to find out?”
he said.
She had no time to question his
meaning because right after his statement, he claimed her lips. He pulled back,
a smile on his face. Shocked, she stood
there gaping like a fish out of water.
When he walked away, she came
out of her daze. She felt something in her
hand and looked to see a neatly folded
note. The paper had been ripped from a
poster on the cemetery’s stone wall.
Opening the note and blushing at its
contents, she wondered when Pein had
written it and put it in her hand. The note
read: Meet you back at your apartment;
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breakfast will be served in bed today.
She crumpled the note, and threw it on
the ground, not caring about littering, and
took after Pein. She knew Pein was a
prick sometimes, but he would keep his
word, and she would never be alone
again.
Stumbling up the stairs to her
apartment, she paused before the
threshold and looked up at the sky.  “It
looks like I’m going to be all right. I love
you mom and dad,” she said aloud. With
that, she opened her door and began a
new chapter of her life.
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A Grandfather's Promise
			

I held you in my arms today
and wondered as I looked into your eyes
what you must be thinking. Of course, the
obvious answer to this is ... nothing. You
know no words, syllables, letters, or
numbers.
How refreshing it must be to be
a virgin canvas yet to be tattooed and
engrained with the sounds and sights of
life. What we view as redundancy, you
will view in wonder and amazement. You
do not know the nectar that feeds you is
called milk, but simply know its substance
satisfies a craving and brings contentment.
How wonderful it must be to not
yet realize the scale and magnitude of the
journey you embark upon, because it
excites me, scares me, that you will
experience this thing called life and all
it has to offer. You may someday have
to face the types of challenges I myself
have come up against. As a child, I battled
through cancer, chemotherapy, and
radiation. I am only so lucky, that with a
child’s mind, I had no idea the strength of
the foe I fought, for it was a relentless one
in most cases. My ignorance of the
consequences was my most formidable
weapon, this, and the fact I had parents
who refused to give up. Later in life, I
struggled through poor choices, drug
addiction, failed relationships, and
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Michael Devereauy

Honorable Mention, Non-fiction

financial ruin. I know what it feels to be
stripped of everything you know: your life,
your dignity, your reputation. And, while I
may in some way regret the choices made,
it is those experiences that made me who
I am today.
Long before you came along, I
spent many years working in Emergency
Services. I’m pretty sure I have seen all life
has to offer, both good and bad. At least I
pray that I have. I cannot fathom my eyes
and mind being witness to any worse
devastation and destruction than they
have already seen.
I have been through the gauntlet
of emotion that spays our very souls. I
have laughed, cried, shuttered, and stood
in bewilderment and amazement of the
sights and situations that have unfolded
before me. My shoulder remains wet with
the tears of the families that have used it
as a pillar of support and an outlet for
grief. I have felt the joy of a newborn
passing through the loins of its mother
into the palms of my hands and secretly
suppressed the agony when that life
helplessly passed through my fingertips.
I have basked in the sunlight of success
and have shivered in the darkness of
defeat, been called a hero by some and
worthless by families not ready to let go;
and, while the grateful wife of a cardiac
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arrest survivor was serving me pie, the
family member of a lost one was serving
me subpoenas. I have watched children
die when there was nothing left I could
do, vanishing without justified reason or
logical explanation, and have been face to
face with them in my arms when they took
their last breath. I have seen horror on a
mother’s face when she realized she had
rolled over and smothered her child, and
have perceived bliss on another’s when
I emerged from a burning house carrying
her still sleeping baby. I have felt the sting
of sorrow through the boy that killed the
love of his life by not understanding that
just one more was one too many, and
have known rejoice in the tears and hugs
of a father when I dragged his son to shore
no worse for wear. I have sensed the
rage of an angry father through a bruised
and battered child cowering in fear, and
have experienced the love of a mother
as I watched her slip silently beneath the
surface of the water forever, but not before
placing the hand of her child in mine, a
sacrifice only a mother could make.
I tell you of these things, not so
you will live life in fear, but so you will be
humbled and embrace the life you have.
So you will make your decisions wisely
and understand that the consequences of
your choices affect not only you, but those

who love and cherish you. Life will take
many turns for you, and it’s not always
going to be full of sunshine, but rather, at
times, seem like a torrent sea. But, if you
have charted your course with wisdom and
fortitude, you will surely navigate those
rising tides to reach your destination.
While you may not experience
these thing first hand, it would be foolish
to think you will not hear about them and
have to decipher it all. You will watch
TV as one person excels and wallows in
wealth, while thousands of others starve
and suffer in anguish, and then try to
make sense of it. You will have friends
and loved ones that will be taken away all
too soon, and left to wonder why. There
are many things that will encourage you,
and countless ones that will dishearten
you. You will experience the emotions of
love, anger, joy, and disappointment, all
of which will mold you into the person you
become.
Don’t ask why, for there are no
answers. Don’t attempt to make sense of
it all, because it makes no sense. Yes, you
will experience many things, and while you
will become your own unique individual,
you will share the one and only trait we
all have in common, being human. Simply
take the lessons of these experiences and
apply what you learn to make your life a
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better place to live.
Right now, this day, as you lay in
my arms, innocence has its virtue. You
have no knowledge of right from wrong
nor good from bad. You know of nothing
called evil or morality, tragedy or triumph.
Life will expose you to these things, and
your parents will have an enormous job
ahead of them in helping steer you down
the paths that will lead you to success
and fulfillment as a person.  You will be
exposed to music, arts, and education,
and while your choice of sound may not
be mine, we will still equally share the
love for the art. I will teach you to fish, and
to enjoy, respect, and protect the things
that Mother Nature has provided us with,
show you how to give back and pay it
forward. As your grandfather, it will be my
job to aid in mentoring you in making the
right decisions and choices that will help
avoid some of the consequences I have
realized in my lifetime. But, as a human,
and as your friend, it will be my job to hurt
and worry for you, for I know the path you
travel and have walked in your shoes. Live
your life to its fullest, but be wary, cautious,
and vigilant. And, while I can’t travel this
journey for you, I promise to be only one
step behind you. All you have to do is turn
around, and I’ll be there.
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Tourney Match

		

It is January first. My paintball
team and I are on deck. We stand just
outside the Chrono Area, our masks up.
Our breath steams, coming out jagged
and hitching. Nerves. Daniel leans against
the high planked wall at our backs. His
eyes are closed. Brady’s fingers press
against the netting, eyes focused beyond
the crosshatched mesh to the field. I think
about reminding him of the importance
of taking field advantage-Brady is a good
player but timid. I let it go. Reminding him
of the obvious would only set him on edge.
It’s just a local speedball
tournament. Three Man Open. Not such
big shakes for the local division three
team, winners of last year’s World Cup
in their division and fan favorites for the
win here, but for us the event is a large
unknown. We stand untested and
unproven, our tournament experience
nonexistent. We have put our faith in our
diligence and cohesion as a team. For
the past six months, we have given every
Sunday over to practice. Drills that left us
sweat soaked, mindless, and panting for
breath. It should seem absurd. It doesn’t.
Why this sport has become so important
to us that it drives out every other
consideration both physical and financial,
I have no answers for. It’s paintball; it gets
in you. Deep. I wonder if it was enough.

Andrew Christian

Honorable Mention, Fiction

It’s a question beyond consideration now.
Practice won’t make you perfect, but it
gets you closer.
Brady and Daniel shift their weight
back and forth, suddenly overly concerned
with mask straps and barrel socks. I
sympathize. I do my best to appear calm,
despite the stress and jitters welling inside
me. The first name on the lineup card
makes it that much worse. It’s Delirious.
Same division three team that walked
away with first place in World Cup last
year. They file by us, walking with the easy
confidence of gunslingers. Their faces are
lean and hungry with the desire to win,
turned ruddy with cold and wind. They are
silent. Later, when this is done, we will all
be friends again. But not now.
My team walks into the Chrono
Area, pulling down our masks. A ref
checks my gun at random, 295, 298, 291,
and nods approval. With a supreme effort
of will, I calm my breathing. In and out.
In and out. The air is filled with a cold
dampness, a light drizzle cuts through
my thin jersey. The field’s netting, loosely
anchored to the six by six posts lining the
field, flaps lazily in the wind. For a January
day the air is strangely humid. More
reason to stay calm. If I start hyperventilating I’ll fog my mask, even with the
thermal lens. Not good. You can’t hit what
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you can’t see.
The head ref gave my team
Bottom Side. It is only two hundred
feet, but it feels double that. My legs are
shaky, whole body exuding nervous
energy, adrenaline edging towards the
demarcation point of usefulness. Just
enough makes you quick on your feet,
your movements responsive. Too much
turns you into a twitching bundle of nerves
that spoils body mechanics and trigger
action.
We line up at the Dead Box, feeling
a little like blind-folded criminals before
a firing squad. It won’t be long now. Our
hands cover our lenses, shielding them
from the light rain. A phantom game runs
through my mind. Ghost players move
about the field, angles are gained and
lost. Players eliminate and are eliminated.
I rewind the ghosts; they slip backward in
jerking motions to their primary bunkers,
break to new secondarys, gaining new
angles, different shots. It’s pointless; the
ghosts never do what the real players do.
I breathe a few short orders to my guys,
put my barrel against the net and wait for
pandemonium to descend.
The ref stands at the fifty, arm
outstretched, pointing to Top Side. “Top
Side ready?”
The hand points to Bottom Side.
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“Bottom Side ready?”
The hand falls. “GAME ON IN 3, 2,
1 ... 10 SECONDS ... ”
It’s a silent ten count. The refs
always go on three or four. I have a strong
suspicion they do it on purpose. Or maybe
I just count slowly.
“GO, GO, GOHHHH!!!!”
In less than ten seconds, almost
a half case of paint has filled the air. Their
bright shells catch the diffused light of
winter noon. They arc heavenly, seven
hundred pale winter suns, falling on
lobbing trajectories cross-field. Most fall
uselessly to the ground; many hammer
into the inflatable bunkers. Not a few are
caught in the protective netting, thin shells
sheared away by the friction of the mesh.
Orange fill sprays onlookers’ flashing
cameras and clothing.
No one dies off break on either
team. I take a bounce and keep going,
making for a Can bunker at our thirty. I
go down on my knees eight feet from it.
A jet of water geysers around me. The
water falls back, a shallow lake behind the
bunker. The results of a hundred cleeted
feet over a dozen weekends. It’s going to
be a wet, miserable day. In my peripheral
vision, I glimpse Brady and Daniel
swinging out to the corners. Knowing the
other team will be making for their own
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corners or be pushing up the sides, they
lay a stream of paint down their tapes.
After a few seconds, they switch and begin
crossing streams, each player
protecting the other, putting down a defensive x-pattern of paint. It’s back row ball,
I know, but it is also the safest strategy.
Unfortunately, Delirious has pressed the
right side faster than
expected, getting beyond Brady’s lane.
“Right moving up Dorito Side,”
Brady shouts. I repeat the call. Daniel
does the same.
I lane a Dorito bunker that
Delirious’ Dorito player has to hit before
bumping further up field: putting my paint
directly behind it, waist high. Seeing the
stream too late, he slides into twelve balls
a second. Ten balls break before the guy
calls himself out. The paint stitches itself
up his side like the brush strokes of a
lunatic master.
“D’s a G! D’s a G!” I scream over
the staccato chatter of high-end electros.
Dorito player gone. Two left. Opponent’s
right is weak. Time to start moving.
“Right Side move before they fill the
position, Go NOW!!”  
I pop out low from my bunker,
right side, shooting my lane. Index and
middle fingers blur into a single flesh
colored fan of movement, activating the

micro switch beneath the trigger ten times
in under a second. The wall of paint denies
movement for Delirious, and Daniel takes
the field advantage.
“Man in Snake, S-1, S-1!” Brady
calls out.
The Snake bunker’s long, low expanse of vertical standing “knuckles” and
horizontal lying “beams” stretches across
almost the entire left side of the field.  It’s a
critical position, and in speedball the easiest way to flank your opponent. It’s been
arranged in a zigzag configuration with a
three foot break of open field in the middle. Delirious’ Snake player, low crawling
through the mud, is unseen. The loosely
staked links of the Snake jostle, as one
of his feet, clawing madly for purchase,
connects with it. I switch hands and begin
shooting out the left side of my bunker,
drop a pod out of my pack, dump the paint
into my hopper, and keep firing.
“Right Side, S-2, S-2! I scream.
Delirious’ Home player almost
drops a ball on me from over the A bunker.
I had forgotten about him, lost track of
where the remaining bodies were on the
field. It’s a blind shot, but it reminds me to
be more wary.
“Left Side, bump!” I shout. Brady
doesn’t have a clean shot from Left Corner
on Delirious’ Home player. He knows this.
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We talked about this. Left Corner bunker
was his primary. It gives good angles
to Delirious’ Right Corner, but he’s got
nothing on Home. He should have
already bumped to Snake Feeder. Feeder
gives better angles for both. A violent,
concussive force slams my bunker. Paint
blooms from its side. Spray splatters
across my mask and gun. Snake.
“S-2, S-2, Snake’s on me. Right
Side, COVER HIM!!!” I shout.
Daniel does. The Snake player
goes to ground behind the Snake. I blind
fire over the top of Snake 2, tracking the
player’s movements as he bumps into a
knuckle of the Snake here or lets a bit of
his pod pack over the bunker there. It’s
more of a deterrent than anything. Just
a way to keep him down until Daniel can
take care of him. If he can.
The Snake player pops up behind
the knuckle of S-2. I play my bunker tight,
pressing myself against the vinyl material.
A stream of paint arcs past me. Not intended for me. Daniel, to my right, fights back.
Snake has his whole side. It’s a short fight.
“I’m GONE!” Daniel says.  
“Daniel’s GONE” I scream to Brady.
Not good, but not bad either. I just have
to stay calm. The wind from fifteen balls
fly past my head, their eddies swirling the
mesh netting of my sandanna. I tuck tight-
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er into the bunker, refusing to give up gun
dominance. I send a stream by Snake’s
head. He ducks down, disappearing
behind the beam. I stay focused on the
Snake, gun up, waiting for him to
reappear. I head check to my right.
Delirious’ Home player has filled Right
Corner. Brady, at Snake Feeder now, is
keeping a good lane though. The guy isn’t
going anywhere. Behind me, I hear paint
slamming Brady’s bunker.
“SNAKE’S ON ME! SNAKE’S ON
ME!” Brady shouts.
The ref sprints across the field,
taking ten balls on his way. Collateral
damage. Three were from me. Those
are the breaks ... literally. Ref’s checking
Delirious’ Snake player. Brady must have
hit him ... certainly wasn’t me. Probably a
bounce. Maybe a break. Regardless the
Snake player is distracted with the ref. I
head check again. Delirious’ Right Corner
is tucked in by Brady’s stream. No paint
coming my way. I sprint from my position
at the thirty, superman diving between
the gap in the snake. It’s a poor dive; my
knees hit first and I almost core sample.
I recover, crouching behind the ref. He is
stooping over the Delirious player, looking
for a break. The guy, doubled low in the
snake, is arguing. “It was a bounce!” The
glint of his mirrored lens reflects the anger
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in his voice. I put two in his back, my barrel
so close it’s almost in his ribs. Those don’t
bounce.
Now it’s a two on one.
But we’ve stacked the left side of the field.
Sensing the weakness, Brady bumps from
his position to Home bunker then further
to Right Side Corner. I begin crawling
through the muck, dragging streaks of
brilliant brown across the front of my
brightly colored jersey.
“Move up. One man alive!! Call
out!!” I scream.
It is almost certain that the Delirious
player hasn’t moved from his position in
Right Corner. Any half-seasoned player
knows to get a corner when you’re the
last man on the field. But field awareness
is of utmost importance and assumptions
cannot be afforded. Not with any team,
certainly not with Delirious.
“Back Right Corner,” Brady calls.
It’s no surprise.
I’m not made for the Snake. Entirely
too big. Too slow on my feet. You have to
be quick in the Snake. Have to be able to
make yourself small. But I’m not interested
in living long. I just need to be a distraction
long enough for the pinch to play itself out.
I pop up once. My shots go wild but
they put Delirious’ Corner player back in.
Brady has moved into enemy territory, well

into their thirty. I pop up again, a little down
from where I was last time. Only an idiot
would play gopher with such a veteran
player. This time my shots are closer; one
just misses his head. I see Brady swinging
out wide, tape side, going for the bunker. I
stay up, hammering at the Delirious player;
he tucks in deeper and lands a clean shot
on my goggles. I raise my gun in the air
and am satisfied to see Brady swing by the
Corner and put two bright orange splats on
the guy’s pod pack.
The flag is run in. After a
perfunctory paint check, the ref calls
Brady clean. Off to the right, beyond the
netting, a man dressed in a rain jacket
marks down the win in a clipboard. The
jacketed man presents the clipboard and
the attached score sheet, splattered with
spray and warped by the rain, pointing to
the score with his pen. I nod my consent
to the totals, signing on the blank line
marked Team Captain. The signature
is nearly illegible; my hands won’t work
properly, shot through with too much
adrenaline. One down. Time to go back
to the pits, clean masks and guns, reload
hoppers and pods and do it all over again.
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Blink of an Eye
		

The smell of gunpowder was overwhelming.  It invaded my senses and left
a smoky aftertaste in my mouth. My ears
were still ringing. I couldn’t seem to focus
on anything but the deafening sound of
the gun shot. The look of agony on my
father’s face ate at my insides, making
me feel hollow. The unthinkable had just
happened.
Earlier that day, I woke up to sunlight streaming through my window.  It was
so bright I could see dust moats floating
around my room, amazing weather for
December.  I sat up and enjoyed the
comfort of my familiar surroundings: white
antique furniture, blood-red carpet, Postit notes all over the walls (with favorite
quotations for inspiration), and books
scattered everywhere. My reading habit
had become worse since I had discovered
Edgar Allan Poe, Shakespeare, and Ralph
Waldo Emerson in my English class.
I dreaded facing the day.  The
echoes of the argument from the previous
night had not faded and were still lingering.
Ever since my mother’s depression had
turned into Bipolar Disorder, life in our
home had become somber and angry.
The kind, fun, and loving mother I had
grown up with had become a ghost of
whom she used to be. Yet, there were
days when it seemed nothing had ever
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changed. She would get up and make
breakfast, singing with her beautiful voice
that could rival any super star. Then there
were the days, which were much more
common, when she would wake up without
speaking to anyone, hiding away somewhere that was dark and silent.  It was like
walking around my house on eggshells
when those days came around.
I got up and dressed in my favorite
pair of holey jeans and a black, longsleeved shirt. Walking out into the hallway, I heard my sister’s snores from her
bedroom across the hall and saw my mom
in the bathroom getting all dressed up.  I
wasn’t sure if I should speak to her as we
had argued the night before over wrecking
my car and being careless. Being a typical
teenager was just not an option to her.  I
was better than that. And, of course, she
was right.
The argument had led to terrible
things said between everyone, and she
had wanted me to leave her alone.  I
knew I was to blame, and the guilt had
kept me up most of the night. The last
thing I wanted was my mother to make
another attempt on her life because of
some silly argument I never had the sense
to avoid. Why take my mother for granted
over a car?  I knew how sensitive she was.  
How thoughtless could I possibly be?
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“Where are you going?” I decided
to ask her.  I was a little surprised because
she was off work for the day and had previously made plans to stay home with us.
“I just wanted to look really nice
today,” she said.  Her calm and serene
attitude was a mystery to me after the
previous night’s debacle. My mother had
not been this peaceful in years.  I chalked
it up to one of her good days and let her
know that my friend was coming over so
we could play a Lord of the Rings
Monopoly game we had got for Christmas.
She didn’t seem to hear me, continuing to
carefully apply her makeup. My dad had
no problem with my plans, and I
decided to let my sister sleep. Waking her
up could be like poking an angry bear.
My friend and I sat in my room for
at least an hour trying to figure out our new
game. We laughed, listened to music, and
just hung out.  It felt nice to shake some of
the tension off and enjoy the little things.  I
told him everything that had happened the
night before, and he listened patiently.
As we were talking about my mother and what I could do to help my family
get close again, I suddenly heard yelling
from my parents’ bedroom. Footsteps
started thundering down the hallway like
someone was running for their life.  I was
in a state of shock for a second because

everything had been relatively quiet in the
house. We jumped up and hurried to the
living room where I saw my dad with a look
of genuine fear on his face.  I couldn’t see
my mother, but I knew in my heart something terrible was about to happen.
My father’s eyes said it all. My
world shattered into millions of pieces
when my mother pulled that trigger as I
walked around the corner.  I heard the
sound of her falling and my father fell to
his knees in disbelief.  I raced to my mom
believing this couldn’t be real. This was
some horrible dream.  It had to be.  Why
would my mother shoot herself?  I knew
her depression was bad, that she had
endured terrible things in her life, and that
she had attempted to take her life before,
but this surpassed anything she had
ever done. Was our silly argument this
detrimental to her well-being?
My dad could not move.  I yelled
at him, “Call 9-1-1!” No reaction.  Panic
was clawing at my throat, suffocating me;
I couldn’t stop the bleeding.  I felt lik someone was playing some cruel joke on me.
I couldn’t handle this all alone.  I leaped
over my dad to get the phone and called
9-1-1.  I thank God my friend kept my
sister in her room so she did not have to
witness the nightmare unfolding before
me.
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I lost track of time.  Seconds felt
like minutes, minutes like hours.  I actually
dialed 9-1-1 two more times as it felt like
an eternity since I had initially called.  As
I held her, I noticed how pale she looked
and how shallow her breathing was.  I
knew we were losing time we could not
afford to waste.  I did not want her to go
through this alone, though, so I sat there
and held her while I cried.  I wanted her
to know I loved her, and I kept telling her
to fight for her life.  
Finally, I heard the sirens from the
ambulance and police cars. A helicopter
was called in because the damage was
so extensive.  I could hear the roar of the
helicopter blades slicing through the air
and could see the trees outside our house
bending in the wind. There were people
all around me asking what happened.  I
couldn’t speak. I was so overwhelmed with
emotions that felt like they were about to
bubble out of me and explode.
As my mother was placed in the
helicopter, I could see her beautiful, long
brown hair floating in the wind.  This image
remained in my head as it seemed like a
sign of life to me. Everything had to be ok;
it just had to be. There was no way this
would be the end of my beautiful mother.
She still had to be there for my prom,
graduation, wedding, and all those life
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events that I had to have her for.  
I don’t recall who put me in a car.  
I don’t even remember who drove.  All I
can remember is how fast we went and
the sound of the caution lights blinking.
My father’s breath was short and uneven
as silent tears fell down his face.
As we pulled up to the hospital, I
wasted no time. The car had not even
stopped before I opened the door and ran
for the hospital doors.  I wanted to wait
for everyone else, but there was no time.
I had to know what was happening.  My
sister and friend had left after us, and my
father was shuffling along.  Even more
pain invaded my heart to see him look so
frail and old when he normally always had
a smile on his face. He had aged twenty
years in less than two hours. He still had
that look of agony and kept asking, “Why?”
My mom was not registered with
the hospital. This should have told me
something, but in that moment no one
could have convinced me she was gone.
My family finally arrived, and we all
stood there in the waiting room together.
Time had no meaning.  No one spoke.  I
never knew silence could be so loud, almost like putting a seashell to your ear and
listening to the ocean roar. The hospital
smelled like antiseptic and the walls were
white.  It felt so cold and sterile, befitting
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for the way I felt inside.  
After what felt like an eternity, a tall,
broad-shouldered doctor came to find us.  
He had the kindest eyes, like someone
you could trust. He asked us to follow him.
We walked down multiple hallways that
winded around the hospital and eventually
reached a small room with three burgundy chairs. There were no pictures on the
walls, but a rich, brown color that reminded
me of the earth.  It was crowded with my
father, sister, friend, and me. We made
do, though, and surrounded the doctor.
I was biting my nails in frustration
because he was so quiet.  Why wouldn’t
he say something? Every time he opened
his mouth to speak, he hesitated.
Finally, he said the words that
haunted my every waking thought for the
next few months: “I am sorry.  She is gone.  
We did everything we could.”  
“Obviously not, or she would still be
here,” I retorted.  I was angry.  I wanted to
blame someone.
My mom’s battle with Bipolar Disorder was over, and she had lost. No one
else could say anything because the tears
were choking back the words.  I was so
numb. I couldn’t cry anymore, which made
me angrier. My sister looked defeated and
slid down the wall to sit in the floor.  My father sobbed uncontrollably while my friend

tried to soothe him with a hug.  I couldn’t
do anything but stand there.
I eventually turned around and
walked out. All the grief in that room was
unbearable.  I have no idea how I found
my way out of the hospital.  All I know is I
walked with no rhyme or reason.
Thoughts raced through my head.
I thought of my childhood, before my
mom got sick, and how she always knew
the right thing to say when I was upset.  I
thought about how her smile could light
up any room and how her laugh had the
most effervescent quality to it.  I then
thought about all the holidays ahead of
us without her and all the milestones to
be reached without her love.  I truly had
no idea how I was to overcome this.  I did
promise myself one thing though.  I would
never take another moment for granted.  I
would love anyone who meant something
to me without restraint or restriction. You
just never know when they will be taken
from you.  My emotions finally erupted
out of me, and I started crying.  I couldn’t
breathe I was crying so hard.  There was
a pain in my side, and my chest started to
ache.  I just sat there, doubled over in the
hospital parking lot, overcome with grief.
With my head in my hands and my heart
on my sleeve, I began praying to God for
strength.
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The weeks that followed are a blur.
Her funeral and burial are still surreal to
me.  At times, I would go into her closet
and inhale her scent of vanilla and coconut
that lingered.  I imagined that she was just
down the hallway finishing up some
mundane household chore.
I think of her every day and thank
God that she is now in a place with no
sickness, heartache, or pain.  I try not to
regret what happened and embrace it as
what was meant to be.  It made me grow
into a woman who loves unconditionally
and with everything I have in my heart and
soul.   I am now a woman who tries to live
life in a way, that when I look back, I can
see happiness and fulfillment.  After all,
you never know when your life will
change in the blink of an eye.
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One Starry Night

			

Her name was Sally. I knew it
wasn’t her real name by the way she
flaunted it. No one could ever be proud of
the name their parents gave them. She
had red hair that was too vivid and perfect
to be natural. Her lips were a light rose
pink, her cheekbones high, and her height
was impressive. She stood at almost six
feet with green eyes that could pierce
through your soul.
The night I met her wasn’t your
typical night, and I guess that it was the
perfect night to have met Sally. She stood
on the corner, illuminated by the light of
a street light and the moon above. She
leaned against the lamp post and took a
drag of her cigarette, peering around slowly as if she had all the time in the world.
Our eyes met for a brief second, and I felt
like a frozen treat left too long out of the
freezer.
And all too soon her eyes left mine
in favor of the john that had pulled up to
the curve. They bantered together for a
few minutes, talking about price and place,
I assumed. All the while, I noticed that she
didn’t toss her hair over her shoulder or try
to bewitch the man with her charms. It was
a take it or leave it type of deal. Before I
could think more on it, she had left with
him, and I was left to stare at a flickering
lamp post.

Cassandra Walls
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Honestly, I had no clue what I was
doing as I stood in the rain. It wasn’t the
first time I had seen a prostitute. In fact,
the streets were filled with them, if you
knew where to go. My mind went blank
when I tried to remember the reason I was
out this late at night. All I could see when
I closed my eyes were those green eyes
peering into mine. Once I opened my eyes
and looked up to the stars, I was fine. The
world could have blown up, and I’d be fine
just staring at those twinkling balls of gas
in the sky.
The sound of a car engine revving and
driving off into the night caught my
attention. I pulled my eyes from the stars
in the sky and met with the very eyes I’d
tried to dispel from my mind. Piercing
green stared me down, and I couldn’t
catch my breath. She was walking towards
me, taking her time as if to give me the
chance to run while I could. Oh, but where
would I run to? I couldn’t think of any place
I’d rather be, and it scared me to think
she already weaved such a spell over my
senses.
“Got a light?” she asked me.
I gaped like a fish out of water and
must have looked like quite a fool. I took
note of everything about her that I could in
that moment. She wore a light and heady
scent of perfume. It had to be some kind
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of floral scent, but I couldn’t find the name
of the flower. Her hair fell gracefully onto
her shoulders, and her lips were perfectly
pouted. She had skin that made the moon
envious of its pallor, and her eyes saw
right through me. I was surprised that she
hadn’t freaked out and run away from my
intrusive staring.
“Do you or don’t you?” she asked,
finally losing some patience.
I dug in my pocket and handed her
the lighter with a shaky hand. She took it
quickly and lit the cigarette in her mouth. I
felt her hand brush mine as she placed it
back into my palm. I almost drowned in the
smell of her perfume when she leaned in.
“Thanks sugar,” she said in a
breathy whisper before walking back to her
post.
“Wait,” I said, unsure of what to say
next.
She turned to me with a crooked
smirk as if she knew this was coming. She
stood there, a hand on her hip, biting her
lip as if making up her mind about something. It was an incredibly erotic pose. I
wondered if she practiced or if it came
to her naturally. Ah, the mysteries of the
world that I would never know. I saw her
tap her foot, and figured she was the
impatient sort.
“Ah. H-How much is it?” I asked
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her.

“Depends what you want,” she
stated plainly.
“What about for just your time?”
“If you want time, it’ll cost you fifty
bucks an hour,” she said, flicking the ashes of her cigarette into the gutter. “If you
want more, it’s extra per hour and just how
much extra depends on what service you
want.”
I was thankful in that moment that
my parents were divorcing, and guilt was
such a powerful mechanism, or I wouldn’t
have been able to pay. I nodded and
reached into my pocket. I handed her a
crisp fifty dollar bill and placed it into
her palm, not letting go until her fingers
clasped it. She smiled and pushed it down
into the simple leather bag that hung off
her shoulder. I debated on what to do first
and figured I should get her name.
“So you got a name?” I asked her
quietly as we began to walk.
“Sally,” she said smoothly.
“Sally. I’m Francis.”
She nodded. “So what do you
wanna do?” she asked.
There was no impatience this time,
and I marveled at the difference. She was
quite the lady though I’m sure there were
many who would still call her a whore. She
tucked some of her red hair behind her ear
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and looked at me with expectant eyes.
“Are you hungry?” I asked. “There’s
a diner where we could go---just to talk.”
She blinked and looked me dead in
the eyes.
“If you’re a cop, you’d better walk
away right now. And if you’re from that
church you better run away now,” she said
in a low and dangerous tone that left no
doubt of her meaning.
I shook my head furiously, wondering why her deadly side did nothing to deter me. She smiled and took my hand. We
took a booth in the back, and she sat down
across from me. There was an awkward
silence, but I finally broke it.
“Order whatever....it’s on me,” I said
with a confidence I didn’t really possess.
She simply nodded once and
opened the menu. The diner was one of
those fifties remakes with girls on skates
as waitresses, an old time jukebox to the
right as you entered, and old fashioned
registers on the counter. Courtney Love
whispered “Doll Parts” through the speakers. I felt as though Courtney could feel my
inner longings. Sally looked over the menu
and finally decided on a grilled cheese with
extra cheese, cheese fries, and a strawberry-chocolate shake. I placed my order
for a cheeseburger, fries and a coke. As
the waitress left us to ourselves, the

awkward silence resumed.
“So ... what do you want to talk
about?” she asked.
When I didn’t answer and looked
oblivious, she spoke again.
“Come on. You don’t just spend
fifty bucks for an hour of talking and buy
me dinner without having something to
say. Out with it,” she said in a demanding
tone.
I smiled. “I wanted...I wanted to get
to know you,” I said simply.
“What do you want to know?” she
asked, and I wondered if she’d be honest
or tell me some pretty lie.
“How old are you?”
“Twenty,” she said, looking at her
hands.
“I’m twenty-two. What about your
parents?”
“What do you mean?” she asked
me.
“Where are they?”
She shook her head, and I knew
enough to ask no more.
“What ... ah, I mean how did you
get into this business?” I said.
She raised a brow and seemed to
ponder whether or not she should tell me.
I waited patiently, and the waitress brought
our food to us. I thanked her as did Sally,
and we ate in silence. She sipped on her
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shake and finally decided to tell me.
“I had no other source of income,”
she said simply. “Rent was due....Bills
were due. It’s not as bad as everyone
makes it seem. I’ve met a few bad people.
I’ve met a lot of good people.”
I listened quietly, silently begging
her to tell me more. There had to be more
of a reason than that, and I was suddenly
reminded that her parents were a taboo
subject. Perhaps that could be what made
her cast out into the world alone at night,
using her body to make ends meet. I
sipped my cola and remained deep in
thought.
“Did you have siblings?” I asked.
“Yeah, a younger brother and a
younger sister,” she said simply, before
finishing her shake.
I nodded and watched her check
her watch. Sally pulled out some concealer from her purse and started applying
it while I fumbled for something to say. I
knew my hour was almost up, and she
was getting ready to hit the streets again.
Gingerly, I reached into my pocket and
felt the last bit of money I had. After I paid
for our meal, I looked into my wallet and
looked at the lone fifty dollar bill. I wouldn’t
have any money left after the next hour of
silence. Was it worth it?
I made the mistake of looking
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up and meeting her eyes. At that point,
I didn’t care if it was worth it or not. All
that mattered was that she was with me.
She raised a brow at my eager look and
checked her watch again to break our
gaze.
“Well look, this has been fun and
all. But your hour is up,” she said, standing
and tossing her concealer into her purse.
I stood as well, after making the
table look semi-presentable for the busboy. It was a tough world out there, and I
had experienced my share of working fast
food. Sally had already left me behind to
return to her corner, and I bolted after her
to catch up. She looked over her shoulder
at me before she stopped
walking.
“Look kid. You really shouldn’t be
out here,” she said to me.
I held down my glare. “You’re one
to talk. You’re younger than me, and you’re
selling yourself on the corner.”
She rolled her eyes at me, and I
felt like a mother scolding a child. Her lips
curled into a smirk as she spoke.
“You know...fifty bucks for my time,”
she said. “Well, one hour of it, anyway.”
I nodded and without further
thought handed over my last piece of
money. She took it, hesitating for a
moment before dropping it into her purse.
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I leaned against the lamp post, to the right
of her vision and looked at the sky. Smoke
came pouring into the air, and I knew she
had lit another cigarette. She followed my
line of vision into the clouds and shook her
head.
“So your family is dead?” I asked,
not really thinking about it.
“Yeah...to me they are,” she replied,
flicking some ashes into the street.
“What ever happened with them?
What about your brother?” I asked.
She looked like she might not
answer me for a moment, and I held my
breath. Never before had I wanted to
know someone like I wanted to know this
pained creature. She ran a hand through
her blood red hair and tucked it behind her
ears. Sally killed her cigarette and looked
at me with a wry smile.
“Mom’s an alcoholic with severe depression. Dad was a wife beater who got
joint custody. Leukemia slowly ate away
my sister’s life until she just didn’t wake up
one day. I raised my brother until he was
eighteen. He got a scholarship, got into
college, and went his own way,” she said.
“Why aren’t you in school?”
“Pf ft. Yeah...my dad really gave
a shit. I was smart enough. But, I was
too busy taking care of Toby to focus on
school, and, in the end, my grades weren’t

enough for a scholarship.”
I watched her as she flicked the
butt of her dead cigarette into the wet and
cold street in front of her. She shook her
head and looked at the stars with wide
green eyes. Her body shivered in the cold
winds, and I gave her my jacket. There
was a look of gratefulness in her eyes before she leaned back against the pole and
closed her eyes.
***
“And that’s when he dropped her
out of the car?” asked the officer.
I was brought back to reality with a
violent jolt. The officer before me looked at
me as if he could care less what I told him.
He looked like a dead monkey was worth
more of his time than the girl lying dead
beneath the street light.
“He pulled up, revved up his engine, and just left her here on the pavement,” I found myself saying. “She crawled
to the light pole, and I noticed she was
bleeding. I called 9-1-1 and stayed by her
side...she died as you pulled up,” I told the
officer.
After explaining the car to the officers and signing statements, the
police took the girl’s body away. Sally
was limp and covered in blood, and my
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leather jacket. Her eyes were now closed
where moments earlier they had looked at
the stars with bright and beautiful hope. I
shivered in the cold, knowing I should get
home, but finding myself unable to leave
the blood stained cement. I stood in the
dim light of the lamp post and looked at
the stars.
Sally was up there now, and I could
see her green eyes looking into mine. Her
voice rang through my head, and one particular statement resounded through me.
When my life became lonely and I wondered if I could go on, I was taken back
to that night. Back to the dead girl named
Sally, who sold her body to get her brother
out of hell and to escape the pain of a halflife. Sally keeps me going, because I look
at life the same way she did.
I still hear her voice. “It’s not as bad
as everyone makes it seem. I’ve met a few
bad people. I’ve met a lot of good people.”
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Judges
Eva Hunter, our visual art judge, is the Recycling Marketing Coordinator and Coordinator of

Keep Johnson City Beautiful (KJCB) for Johnson City, Tennessee. As the Recycling Marketing Coordinator, she is responsible for increasing the public’s awareness of the City’s recycling services
and for increasing the tonnage of recyclables. Since the program’s inception 24 years ago, Johnson City has collected over 196 million pounds of recyclables. As KJCB Coordinator she has implemented many new programs, including “Let’s PLANT 10,000 TREES in Johnson City,” “PC4ME
“- an ewaste recycling program that places computers with deserving school kids,“Graffiti Hurts”
which includes an anti-graffiti/art school for offenders, and “Urban Art Throwdown ” for the street
artists focusing on graffiti.  In addition, Eva coordinates recycling and green projects with Johnson
City Schools, Hands On Children’s Museum, the Blue Plum and UMOJA festivals, Dragon Boat
Races, Great Turkey Trot, and other city wide events. Eva is also a senior at East Tennessee State
University, majoring in Business and Geography. She is a graduate of Leadership Johnson City
2015, LEAD Bristol, the TN Realtor Leadership and the MTAS Municipal Management Academy.
Our fiction judge this year, Tammy Robinson Smith, has spent more than twenty years
working in the communications field as a broadcast reporter, public relations and marketing professional, as well as being a publisher and an author. Her novel, Emmybeth Speaks, celebrates
strong relationships between mothers, daughters and female friends that Smith finds so interesting
and indicative of the Appalachian culture and her roots in this region. She is currently working on
a new novel to be released from Jan-Carol Publishing this spring titled Didama’s Garden. Her new
novel explores the relationship between a mother and the daughter she lost and the rebirth of that
relationship through a newly found granddaughter.
Charles Dodd White, our non-fiction judge, was born in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1976. He currently lives
in Asheville, North Carolina, where he teaches writing and literature at South College. He has been
a Marine, a fishing guide, and a newspaper journalist. He is the author of the story collection Sinners of Sanction County, the novel Lambs of Men, and co-editor of the contemporary Appalachian
short story anthology Degrees of Elevation. His short fiction has appeared in Appalachian Heritage,
The Collagist, Fugue, The Louisville Review, North Carolina Literary Review, PANK, Tusculum
Review, and other publications. In 2011 he was awarded a fellowship in prose by the North Carolina Arts Council. His work has been nominated for the Appalachian Book of the Year, The Weatherford Award, and the Chaffin Award. His next novel, Benediction, is forthcoming in early 2014 from
Fiddleblack Press.
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Charles Dodd White, our non-fiction judge, was born in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1976. He currently

lives in Asheville, North Carolina, where he teaches writing and literature at South College. He has
been a Marine, a fishing guide, and a newspaper journalist. He is the author
of the story collection Sinners of Sanction County, the novel Lambs of Men, and co-editor of
the contemporary Appalachian short story anthology Degrees of Elevation. His short fiction
has appeared in Appalachian Heritage, The Collagist, Fugue, The Louisville Review, North
Carolina Literary Review, PANK, Tusculum Review, and other publications. In 2011 he was awarded a fellowship in prose by the North Carolina Arts Council. His work has been nominated for the
Appalachian Book of the Year, The Weatherford Award, and the Chaffin Award. His next novel,
Benediction, is forthcoming in early 2014 from Fiddleblack Press.

Our poetry judge this year, William Wright, is the series editor and volume co-editor
of The Southern Poetry Anthology (Texas Review Press), a multi-vo lume cycle celebrating
poetry of the American South. He is the author of three full-length collections of poetry and two
chapbooks. His full-length collections are Night Field Anecdote (Louisiana Literature Press, 2011),
Bledsoe (Texas Review Press, 2011), and Dark Orchard, winner of the 2005 Breakthrough Poetry
Prize (Texas Review Press, 2005). His chapbooks include The Ghost Narratives (Finishing Line
Press, 2008) and Sleep Paralysis, which recently won the South Carolina Poetry
Initiative Prize and is scheduled to be published soon by Stepping Stones Press. Wright’s
poetry has recently appeared in Shenandoah, North American Review, Agni, Colorado Review, Indiana Review, Louisiana Literature, Beloit Poetry Journal, Southern Poetry Review, and The Texas
Review., among other literary journals. Wright is founding editor of Town Creek Poetry. Wright is
also engaged in a book-length translation of German Jewish poetry from the World War II era. He
lives in Marietta, Georgia, with his wife, the writer, Michelle Nichols.
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Contributors
Lilliana Ascencio graduated from Unicoi County High School.

She lives in Erwin,
Tennessee, and has two daughters. She hopes one day to provide art programs for those who
cannot afford them.

Tia Campbell states “I am just a slightly ‘off’ girl with too many ideas in my head, vying for my

attention.  I draw, paint, write, and love every minute of it.  I have my own brand of sense that may
not be understood by most, but that’s all right, my muses and imagination make for good company!”

Kevin Carrier, who is native to the area, enjoys participating in the performing arts, and has
chosen theatre as his major at Northeast State.

Andrew Christian is a twenty-seven year old student attending Northeast State Community

College. He is currently majoring in English and plans to get a Master’s Degree with aspirations
of becoming an English professor. Andrew’s stories and poems have been published in Echoes
& Images and The Clinch Mountain Review. This past year he was also awarded two honorable
mentions in The 55th Annual Mid South Poetry Festival.

Michael Devereaux is a reserved firefighter/paramedic. He currently works at JCMC as a
phlebotomist. The father of three daughters, Michael is the grandfather of a new grandson.

At twenty-four, Mista Egnor is a newly-married student at NESCC. This is her first semester in
college, and she truly loves it. A nursing major who loves Literature, Mista cites Ralph Waldo Emerson as her favorite author. She wrote her memoir in honor of her beautiful mother.

Jacob Estepp is thirty-four and majoring in CAD and Pre-Engineering. He states, “I have a lovely wife, and we are expecting our first child in July. “

Tucker Foster graduated from Dobyns-Bennett high school in 2011, where he excelled in his

English courses. His middle school English teachers were the first to encourage him in writing and
even went so far as to say that they would be keeping an eye out to see his name on the covers of
novels sometime in the future. That kind of inspiration really sparked his interest in writing.
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Rebecca Fowler, is a Northeast State student, who states that she is “ ... lucky to be a mom to
two wonderful children.”

Nikki Futch noticed at about age six that her dad had a way with telling stories. Because of this
ability, he was always in the center of every gathering. She decided that she wanted to tell stories
as well. At seventeen, she’s spent the last ten years looking for more and better ways to tell her
story, from music to dance to written and spoken word.

Joseph Gaus is twenty-seven and in his first year of college.  He has never been able to ex-

press in words anything like this before now.  He is an artist and finds that his ability now to “paint
words” that move and flow is an amazing thing.

Morgan Keaton is twenty-one and a Psychology Major. She lives with her husband, roommate,

and six dogs. She plans to finish her degree and dive into counseling while saving up the funds to
start a non-profit rescue for dogs.  She used to work at a local shelter, where she dove deeply into
the dog rescue community, her inspiration for “A Shelter Dog.” She hopes to inspire people to adopt
from their local shelters and give the animals there a new home.

Patricia Mazzoni is a Northeast State student, who enjoys history and poetry of all kinds.
Brittany McCullough is twenty-two and has been attending Northeast State for two years.

She has a huge love for anime, the inspiration for her story, “Silent Tears.” She thanks Mrs. Procopio for encouraging her to enter this writing competition.

Caitlin Meadows is a freshman majoring in Psychology with a minor in Art. In her senior year

of high school, she received the Visual Arts Award.  Art has always been a significant part of her life
and, hopefully, will be in the future.

Daniel Neubrander credits his oldest brother for giving him a love for drawing.

Daniel has taken the love of art his brother gave him and utilized drawing books to learn the finer
points. As of now, he has drawn seriously for about four years. He has not received any formal
drawing lessons.
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Peter Olsen enjoys reading and writing science-fiction and fantasy stories.  After spending

seven years in the Navy, Olsen is working on an A.A.S. degree in nursing.

Rose Potter is an older student who enjoys her grandchildren and painting with different styles
and media.  Rose says, “Being published in Echoes & Images is an honor for me.”  She was born
in Sundance, Wyoming, a land of beauty, but she loves living here just as much.

Scott Royston, the youngest of five children, was born in Bristol, TN, and currently resides in

Gray with his wonderful wife, Latina. He enjoys reading biographies and political thrillers, and even
though non-fiction can be strange enough on its own, he prefers to concentrate his novice writing
skills on fact-based fiction. Scott wishes to thank Tempi Hale for her encouragement and support.

Kimberly A. Smith is a twenty-five year old artist.  She was born in Kingsport, raised in North
Carolina, and moved back to Kingsport at the age of sixteen. Kimberly is pursuing a Bachelor of
Arts with a concentration in painting and a minor in Art History. She aspires to become a curator
and eventually to own her own gallery.

Elizabeth Saulsbury is a high school senior dual-enrolling at Northeast State.

She is the
third of nine children, is an accomplished pianist and an award-winning mock trial attorney. Writing is her favorite hobby, and she also enjoys reading, piano, guitar, cooking, and participating in
church activities.  In addition, she is involved in several extra-curricular activities at Northeast State.  
Elizabeth plans to complete her education at ETSU and hopes to attend law school after that. She
wants to write professionally someday.

Keith Seal is a pre-nursing student at Northeast State. He is forty-one, married, and expecting
his first child in May. In his spare time, he enjoys fishing and spending time with his family.

Kelly Tolley loves being a part-time student at Northeast State almost as much as she loves

calling northeast Tennessee her home. Both places have been a source of inspiration and encouragement in the pursuit of her passion for creative writing.
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Cassandra Walls has been creating alternate worlds through the pen since she was eight, and

she says she exists outside the realm of “normal” (whatever that is). She is a Goth-hearted Wiccan,
feminist, and out and proud lesbian, but those are simply labels. She dreams of becoming a therapist and an author before leaving this state to live in Massachusetts where it actually snows in the
winter. As of this publishing she is still procrastinating with homework and that supernatural novel
she is always writing.

Ashley Ward is twenty-five, a journalism and theater major who enjoys all of the arts.  She

spends most of her time behind a camera or on stage. She also has an amazing son named Sampson who is three years old, as well as a very supportive husband named Mason.

Garrett Wilt is a Northeast State student, who enjoys writing poetry in his spare time.
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Echoes and Images 24
Echoes and Images, Northeast State’s student literary magazine, invites submissions of fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and visual art.

Prizes will be awarded in each category:
First Place:

$50.00

Second Place: $35.00
Third Place: $25.00
The competition is open to current students at Northeast State.
All entries must be original and previously unpublished, and contributors agree that the submitted
work may be published by Northeast State in Echoes and Images or other college publications, in
print, or online.
Students may enter in all four categories.
Submit two typed copies of each written entry, one with the author’s name and one without. .
Each submission must be accompanied by a fully completed entry form, available in the Humanities Division Office, H129 and the library.
Results will be announced early in the spring semester.
Visual art entries must be picked up by the end of the spring semester.
Entries should be submitted in the Humanities Division Office, Room H129.
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